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About this book

The target audience for this book, what you will need to follow
the included recipes and a note on the author.
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Linux for Biologists

1.1 Who is it for?

If you are a student or a researcher in biological sciences and are
new to Linux, this book will help you get started quickly.

The primary focus is in using graphical user interfaces (GUIs)
to accomplish tasks, but I have also included methods using the
command line interface.
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1.2 What you will learn

Using the included recipes, you will learn how to:

• Run Linux on your computer

• Use the desktop and included software

• Work with files and directories

• Search and install software

• Run some basic commands

• Run the Galaxy platform on your computer

Note: If you need help while following this book…

You can visit the forums of this book on Leanpub. If your query
is not answered there, please start a new discussion.

https://community.leanpub.com/c/linuxforbiologi

1.2. What you will learn 3
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1.3 What you will need

To follow the recipes in this book, you will need:

1. A Linux desktop

2. Administrator privileges

4 Chapter 1. About this book
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1.3.1 Linux desktop

The Linux and open‑source world is full of choice.

There are different versions (or distributions) of Linux that are
available for download and use.

To ensure that you can follow this book successfully, Linux Mint
20.1 is used as a reference distribution. All the included recipes
have been tested on this distribution.

Virtual machine image

If you do not have access to a Linux desktop, you can download
a virtual machine from the website of this book and use it to run
a virtual machine on your computer (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Linux Mint running in VirtualBox

1.3. What you will need 5
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Follow the steps inRunning a Linux virtual machine to get started.

What about other Linux distributions?

Although most of the recipes will work on other Linux distribu‑
tions, you will need to make changes in some cases.

For example, the applications you use might be different — in‑
stead of the Files file manager used here, youmight use Nautilus
or Dolphin.

If there are problems, I recommend you download and use the
virtual machine.

6 Chapter 1. About this book
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1.3.2 Administrator privileges

The software installation steps in this book will need administra‑
tor privileges. In the default configuration, only root or mem‑
bers of the sudo user group will be able to install software on a
Linux system.

Note: If you are using the virtual machine, distributed with this
book, you do not need to do anything.

If you are not using the virtual machine, you will need to ensure
your user account is part of the sudo group, to be able to install
software.

1.3. What you will need 7
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1.4 About the author

Hello. I’m Vimal.

I got introduced to Linux and open source
software while pursuing my Master’s de‑
gree in Biotechnology at Madurai Kamaraj
University, India.

The idea of being able to use and modify
software without restrictions was new and
exciting to me. I learnt to install Linux, compile software from
source code and even create my own Linux live CD!

This experience became valuable in academia, where I worked
primarily in research support for a period of over 9 years. During
this time, I had installed and managed Linux servers, databases,
web applications and websites, contributed in the development
of scientific software, published software in repositories, and
taught beginner level courses in Pythonprogramming andBioin‑
formatics.

This book is a compilation of the experiences I had gained over
time in my interactions with students, colleagues, and the users
of our services. Thank you for your interest in reading it. I hope
you will find it useful.

Vimalkumar Velayudhan

Website: https://vimalkvn.com

Email: vimal@disroot.org

8 Chapter 1. About this book
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2
Getting started with Linux

In this section, you will learn how to:

1. Run Linux on your computer

2. Use the desktop and included software

3. Work with files and directories

4. Start using the command‑line and learn some basic com‑
mands

9
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2.1 Linux — an overview

Linux is an operating system developed by Linus Torvalds in 1991.
It is released under an open‑source licence and the source code
is freely available for everyone.

10 Chapter 2. Getting started with Linux
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2.1.1 Linux distribution

A Linux distribution includes the Linux operating system with
additional software.

Examples: Debian³, Ubuntu⁴, Linux Mint⁵, Fedora⁶, openSUSE⁷
etc.,

³ https://www.debian.org/
⁴ https://ubuntu.com/
⁵ https://linuxmint.com/
⁶ https://getfedora.org/
⁷ https://www.opensuse.org/

2.1. Linux — an overview 11
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2.1.2 Desktop environment

A desktop environment is a graphical user interface that provides
easy access to files and applications.

Examples:

• GNOME (Fig. 2)

• KDE Plasma (Fig. 3)

• Xfce (Fig. 4)

• MATE (Fig. 5)

• Cinnamon (Fig. 6)

Linux distributionsmight offer additional variants for download,
depending on the desktop environment in use.

Fig. 2: GNOME
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Fig. 3: KDE Plasma

2.1. Linux — an overview 13
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Fig. 4: Xfce
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Fig. 5: MATE

This book uses Linux Mint (Cinnamon)

This book will use Linux Mint 20.1 with the Cinnamon desktop
environment as the reference distribution (Fig. 6).

2.1. Linux — an overview 15
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Fig. 6: Linux Mint with Cinnamon desktop environment

All the included recipes have been tested on this distribution.

16 Chapter 2. Getting started with Linux
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2.1.3 Ways to run a Linux desktop

To run a Linux desktop on your computer, you can:

1. Install a Linux distribution or

2. Run a virtual machine

I will follow the second method in this book, as it is a lot easier
for new users to get started.

Note: There are other possibilities, but the methods above are
the most common.

2.1. Linux — an overview 17
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2.2 Running a Linux virtual machine

To run virtual machines of other operating systems (guests) on
your computer (host), you will need to first install a hypervisor —
software that runs virtual machines.

Examples of hypervisors include VirtualBox, Parallels, VMware
Workstation etc., I will use VirtualBox in this book (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7: Main window of VirtualBox
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2.2.1 Requirements

VirtualBox installed on your computer

You can install VirtualBox by following the instructions below
depending on your operating system.

Attention: Installing software will require administrator privi‑
leges.

Instructions for macOS and Windows

You can download an installer for macOS or Windows from the
Downloads⁸ section of the VirtualBox website (Fig. 8).

⁸ https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads

2.2. Running a Linux virtual machine 19
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Fig. 8: VirtualBox downloads page

Instructions for Linux distributions

Most Linux distributions include VirtualBox in their package
repositories. It is recommended you install it using your pack‑
age manager like Synaptic or apt, dnf etc.,

For example, to get VirtualBox working on Ubuntu
20.04 LTS, you will need to install the virtualbox and
virtualbox-guest-additions-iso packages.

Note: If you cannot install from repositories, you can download
an installer from the Linux Downloads⁹ section of the project

⁹ https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Linux_Downloads

20 Chapter 2. Getting started with Linux
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website.

Virtual machine image of Linux Mint

You candownload a ready‑to‑use virtualmachine image of Linux
Mint 20.1 from the website of this book:

https://vimalkvn.com/linuxforbiologists

It is distributed as an OVA format file.

Click on the download link and save the linuxmint-20.1.ova
file to your computer.

2.2. Running a Linux virtual machine 21
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2.2.2 Importing the virtual machine image

Open VirtualBox on your computer and then follow the steps be‑
low to import the downloaded virtual machine image.

Step 1 — Select OVA file

From the main window of VirtualBox, select:

File→ Import Appliance (Fig. 9)

Fig. 9: Select File –> Import Appliance from the menu

In the Appliance to import screen, click on the button that appears
next to the File entry field (Fig. 10).

22 Chapter 2. Getting started with Linux
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Fig. 10: Click on the button that appears next to the File entry
field

Browse to the location of the linuxmint-20.1.ova file, select it,
and then click on the Open button.

The File entry field will now have the complete path to the se‑
lected file (Fig. 11).

2.2. Running a Linux virtual machine 23
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Fig. 11: Click on the Next button to proceed

Click on the Next button to proceed.

Step 2 — Adjust appliance settings (optional)

In the next screen — Appliance settings (Fig. 12), you can modify
the configuration of this virtual machine.

Note: This step is optional.

You can click on the Import button at the bottom to proceed to
the next step.

24 Chapter 2. Getting started with Linux
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For example, you can add more CPU or RAM for this virtual ma‑
chine, depending on the configuration of your computer.

Fig. 12: Appliance settings screen

Click on the Import button to proceed.

2.2. Running a Linux virtual machine 25
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Step 3 — Import progress and completion

You will notice a progress bar at this stage (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13: Virtual machine import progress

When import is complete, you will be taken back to the main
window of VirtualBox.

The imported virtualmachine— LinuxMint 20.1, will appear in the
panel on the left (Fig. 14).

26 Chapter 2. Getting started with Linux
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Fig. 14: Imported virtual machine

2.2. Running a Linux virtual machine 27
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2.2.3 Starting the virtual machine

To start the virtual machine, select LinuxMint 20.1 and then click
on the Start button in the main toolbar (Fig. 15).

Fig. 15: Start virtual machine

Once the boot process is complete, you will be logged in directly
to the desktop (Fig. 16).

28 Chapter 2. Getting started with Linux
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Fig. 16: The Linux Mint desktop

For reference, the default username is user and password is also
user.

2.2. Running a Linux virtual machine 29
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2.2.4 Stopping the virtual machine

When your work is complete, you can shut down the virtual ma‑
chine by clicking on the Quit button in Linux Mint’s Applications
Menu.

This will display a confirmation dialog (Fig. 17).

Fig. 17: Confirmation dialog for system shutdown

Click on the Shut Down button to stop the virtual machine.

30 Chapter 2. Getting started with Linux
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2.3 The desktop

Once you have started the virtual machine, you will be logged in
directly to the desktop.

For reference, the default user account for logging in to the vir‑
tual machine, is:

Username: user

Password: user

2.3. The desktop 31
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2.3.1 The Cinnamon desktop

In its default configuration, the Cinnamon desktop includes the
following components (Fig. 18):

Applications Menu — search and launch installed applications, lo‑
gout, shutdown or restart system.

Panel — launch pinned applications, manage open applications
windows.

System Tray — contains applets for managing the network,
sound, power, software updates etc.,

Calendar — provides current date and time, and a calendar.

Fig. 18: Components of the Cinnamon desktop
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2.3.2 Changing system settings

The System Settings application can be used to customize the
desktop, the operating system and hardware (Fig. 19).

You can launch it from the applications’ menu.

Fig. 19: System Settings application

The settings you can configure here include accessibility, user
accounts, date and time, keyboard layout, language, network,
display and more.

2.3. The desktop 33
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Changing keyboard layout

The default keyboard layout of the virtualmachine is English (US).

You can change this under:

Hardware→ Keyboard→ Layouts

Fig. 20: Keyboard layouts in System Settings

Changing system date and time

The system date and time can be updated by selecting:

Preferences→ Date and Time

34 Chapter 2. Getting started with Linux
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Fig. 21: Date and time settings

2.3. The desktop 35
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2.4 Available software

This is a brief overview of applications included in Linux Mint
20.1 Cinnamon.

You can launch them from the Applications Menu (Fig. 22). You
can search the list of installed applications using the search bar.

Fig. 22: Launching an application

Note: Some applications discussed here are not included in the
default installation.
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This includes GNU Image Manipulation Program and Inkscape.
You can install them using Software Manager.

2.4. Available software 37
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2.4.1 Files — manage files and directories

Files is the default file manager (Fig. 23) in Linux Mint.

Fig. 23: Main window of Files

Using Files

You can launch Files from the Applications Menu or by clicking on
its icon in the Panel.

These are some tips on using Files.

38 Chapter 2. Getting started with Linux
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Toggle icon and list views

You can quickly switch between Icon and List View using icons
in the toolbar.

Toggle sidebar

You can open the sidebar view or hide it using icons in the status
bar.

Open an extra pane

You can open an extra pane using:

View→ Extra Pane

This is especially usefulwhenyou are copyingfiles between local
directories or when connected to remote systems.

Bookmark locations

When you are browsing a directory, you can bookmark it if you
will access it frequently. This function is available under:

Bookmark→ Add Bookmark

2.4. Available software 39
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Connect to servers

Files can be used to connect to external servers using FTP, SSH,
Samba and Webdav. This option is available under:

File→ Connect to Server

To learn more about this feature, read the following section in
this book: Transferring files between systems.

40 Chapter 2. Getting started with Linux
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2.4.2 Firefox — browse the web

Firefox is the default web browser (Fig. 24).

Fig. 24: Firefox web browser

Other web browsers can be installed using Software Manager.

2.4. Available software 41
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2.4.3 Text Editor — create and edit text files

The Text Editor can be used for working with files in plain text
formats like .txt, .md and .fasta, or editing configuration files
like .bashrc (Fig. 25).

Fig. 25: Text Editor with Document Statistics and Preferences
windows open

Using Edit→ Preferences, you can customize settings like the font
used, display of line numbers, indentation, word wrap etc.,

The Tools→ Document Statistics feature is useful for counting the
numbers of words and characters in a document.

42 Chapter 2. Getting started with Linux
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Opening hidden files in Text Editor

To open hidden files in Text Editor:

1. Use File→ Open to select a file

2. In the Open Files dialog that appears, right‑click in the mid‑
dle pane and select Show Hidden Files (Fig. 26).

Fig. 26: Opening hidden files in Text Editor

You can also use the Ctrl + h keyboard shortcut.

2.4. Available software 43
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2.4.4 LibreOffice — edit documents and spreadsheets

LibreOfficeWriter andLibreOfficeCalc canbeused to create and
edit documents and spreadsheets, respectively (Fig. 27).

Fig. 27: LibreOffice Writer and Calc programs

The default file formats used byWriter and Calc are ODF Text Doc-
ument (.odt) and ODF Spreadsheet (.ods) respectively.

These applications also support reading and writing files in Mi‑
crosoft Office formats like .docx or .doc (Word) and .xlsx or
.xls (Excel).

There are additional applications in the LibreOffice suite with
functionality to create and edit slide shows or presentations, sci‑
entific formulas, diagrams and file‑based databases.
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2.4.5 Terminal — access the command-line

The Terminal application (Fig. 28) provides the possibility of
working with the command‑line interface. The default login
shell for users on Linux Mint is Bash.

Fig. 28: Terminal

By selecting the Edit → Preferences menu item, you can cus‑
tomize Terminal’s appearance and functionality (Fig. 29).

2.4. Available software 45
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Fig. 29: Changing Terminal colour scheme in preferences
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2.4.6 Screenshot — take screenshots of desktop or win-
dows

The Screenshot program is useful for taking screenshots of the
entire screen, an application window or a selected area of the
screen (Fig. 30).

Fig. 30: Screenshot program
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2.4.7 Software Manager — install software from reposito-
ries

Software Manager can be used to install software from Linux
Mint, Ubuntu, Debian and Flathub repositories (Fig. 31).

For a step‑by‑step procedure for installing software using Soft‑
ware Manager, please consult The quick and easy method.

Fig. 31: Software Manager
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2.4.8 GNU Image Manipulation Program — edit images

TheGIMPprogram can be used to edit images in various formats
like JPG, PNG, TIFF, BMP etc., (Fig. 32).

Fig. 32: Editing an image in GIMP
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2.4.9 Inkscape — create vector graphics

Inkscape can be used to create and edit images in the scalable
vector graphics (SVG) format (Fig. 33).

Fig. 33: Creating vector graphics in Inkscape
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2.4.10 Notes

Adding an application to favourites

If youuse an application frequently, you can consider adding it to
favourites. This list is on the left side of the applications’ menu.

To favourite an application, right‑click on the application name
in applications menu and select Add to favorites.

Alternatively, you can choose the Add to panel action, which will
add the application to your Panel. Some applications are visible
in the Panel by default— a ShowDesktop applet, Firefox browser,
Terminal, and Files.

Setting default applications

If youwould like to set default applications for certain categories
or file types, you can do so in System Settings under:

Preferences→ Preferred applications
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2.5 Files and directories

This section includes an introduction to your home directory,
files, directories, and their functions, the root filesystem and a
how‑to on transferring files between systems.
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2.5.1 Your home directory

When you log in to the desktop and open Files, it will display your
home directory (Fig. 34).

The following directories will be present in your home directory
by default: Desktop, Documents, Downloads, Music, Pictures,
Public, Templates, and Videos.

Fig. 34: Home directory

Notes
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/home/user

The complete (or absolute) path to your home directory will be
of the form /home/user, where user is your username on the
system.

$HOME

The HOME environment variable will automatically be set to the
complete path to your home directory in the filesystem.

Hence, you can substitute /home/user with $HOME in your com‑
mands or scripts.
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2.5.2 Hidden files and directories

In addition to the default directoriesmentioned earlier, there are
hidden files and directories in home directory (Fig. 35). They
have a dot (.) character at the beginning of their file name.

Fig. 35: Hidden files and directories in home directory

You can view (or hide) these files using the followingmenu entry
in file manager:

View→ Show Hidden Files

Alternatively, you can use the Ctrl + h keyboard shortcut.
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2.5.3 Important files in home directory

.bashrc

This is the configuration file used by Bash, the default shell for
user accounts. Youwill mostly use this file, when you need to set
or modify environment variables like PATH.

.bash_aliases

You can use the .bash_aliases file to set aliases for commands.

For example, here is a commonly used alias:

alias l='ls -l'

Thismeanswhen you type l at the command‑line, the bash shell
will execute ls -l, which will output a long listing of files, in‑
stead of the default.

Note: To learn more about the ls command, read the ls — list
files section.
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2.5.4 File and directory names are case-sensitive

One thing you will need to remember is that file and directory
names in Linux are case‑sensitive.

For example, a file named:

sequence.txt

is different from:

Sequence.txt

Similarly, Documents and documents are two different directo‑
ries.

Both these files or directories mentioned above, can exist in the
same directory and can have different contents.
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2.5.5 Accessing the root filesystem

To access the root filesystem (/), click on File System in the side‑
bar of file manager (Fig. 36).

Fig. 36: Click on File System entry to access the root filesystem

Directories under / and their functions

/etc  — stores configuration files of applications

/home  — contains home directories of users

/media  — locations where devices like external disks will be
mounted i.e., made available

/root  — home directory of root user (administrator)
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/tmp  — temporary files created by applications

/usr  — applications and libraries are installed here along with
their data and documentation

/var  — storage for log files, application cache, databases etc.,

Root file system and root home directory are different

/ is the root filesystem

All users on the system can access files and directories here, pro‑
vided they have the appropriate permissions.

/root is home directory of root

Only root will have access to it.
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2.5.6 Transferring files between systems

One useful feature of Files is the ability to connect to remote sys‑
tems using protocols like SSH, FTP, SMB andWebdav. Once con‑
nected, you can transfer files from your Linux desktop to the re‑
mote system or vice‑versa.

To connect to a remote system, use the following menu entry in
Files (Fig. 37):

File→ Connect to Server

Fig. 37: Connect to Server option in Files
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Connecting to an SSH server

Open File→ Connect to Server and follow the steps below (Fig. 38):

1. In the field corresponding to Server, enter the domain
name or IP address of the server you are connecting to

2. Port 22 is the default for SSH, so you do not need to change
that usually

3. From the Type drop‑down box, select SSH

4. Under Folder, you can specify a directory (optional) to open,
once connection is successful

5. Enter the username and password of your account on the
server

6. Click on the Connect button
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Fig. 38: Connecting to an SSH server

Once the remote directory is open in Files, you can start trans‑
ferring files from your desktop or vice‑versa.
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Getting software on Linux

In this section, I will discuss how you can get software on your
Linux desktop.

For any software you would like to install, you can start with the
quick and easy method. It will install software available in Linux
distribution repositories.

If your software of interest is not available or if you need a differ‑
ent version, you can consider using the other methods.
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3.1 The quick and easy method

The quick and easy method is to use Software Manager, to search
and install software on your desktop. It supports installing soft‑
ware from Linux Mint, Debian and Flathub repositories.

Examples of software that can be installed using this method:

Circos¹⁰ — plotter for visualizing data.

Clustal Omega¹¹ — general purpose multiple sequence align‑
ment program for nucleotide and protein sequences.

EMBOSS¹² — European molecular biology open software suite.

NCBI BLAST+¹³ — next generation suite of BLAST sequence
search tools.

Bioconductor¹⁴ — tools for the analysis and comprehension of
high‑throughput genomic data.

CD‑HIT¹⁵ — suite of programs designed to quickly group se‑
quences.

UGENE¹⁶ — integrated bioinformatics toolkit.

—

¹⁰ https://circos.ca
¹¹ https://www.clustal.org/omega
¹² https://emboss.sourceforge.net
¹³ https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi
¹⁴ https://www.bioconductor.org
¹⁵ http://weizhongli‑lab.org/cd‑hit/
¹⁶ http://ugene.net/
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3.1.1 Requirements

Attention: This procedure installs software in system paths and
so requires administrator privileges.
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3.1.2 Finding and installing software

To demonstrate the steps involved, I will install PyMOL — a soft‑
ware for molecular visualization. You can follow the same pro‑
cedure for finding and installing other software available in the
repositories.

Open Software Manager by clicking on its icon in the applications’
menu (Fig. 39).

You can also launch it from the Administration section of the ap‑
plications’ menu.

Fig. 39: Click on Software Manager in applications’ menu

When launched, you will see its main window (Fig. 40).
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Fig. 40: Main window of Software Manager

In the search bar, type pymol.

In some time, packages in repositories that match the search
term i.e., pymol, will be displayed below (Fig. 41).
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Fig. 41: Search results for pymol

Click on the first result — Pymol. Youwill be taken to the package
description page.

Note: Why not select Python3-pymol?

The description of the second result, Python3-pymol indicates
that it contains Python 3modules forworkingwith PyMOL,which
is not what we are looking for.

If you are unsure, you can read the complete description of the
package on the next page and confirm if this is the package you
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would like to install.

In the package description page, click on the Install button (Fig.
42).

Fig. 42: Click on the Install button to install this package

An dialog window will now appear, prompting you to enter your
password.

Type in your password and click on the Authenticate button (Fig.
43).
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Fig. 43: Type in your password and click on the Authenticate but‑
ton

Installation will now proceed.

When installation is complete, you will notice two buttons —
Launch and Remove, in place of the Install button (Fig. 44).
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Fig. 44: Installation complete. Notice the Launch and Remove
buttons

Click on the Launch button. This will open the PyMOL program
(Fig. 45).
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Fig. 45: Main window of PyMOL

Alternatively, you can search for the application in the Applica-
tions Menu and launch it from there.

Note: For applications that do not have a graphical user inter‑
face, the Launch button will not be present.

If the program includes any commands, you can access them in
a terminal session.
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3.1.3 Removing installed software

You can follow these steps to remove software installed from
repositories.

Open Software Manager.

Click on the settings button in themain application window and
then select Show installed applications (Fig. 46).

Fig. 46: From Software Manager settings, select Show Installed
Applications

Alternatively, you can type thenameof the software in the search
bar and then press the ENTER key.
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In the list of Installed Applications, click on the package youwould
like to remove — Pymol, in this case (Fig. 47).

Fig. 47: Click on the package you would like to remove

You will be taken to the package description page.

Click on the Remove button to remove (or uninstall) the package
(Fig. 48).
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Fig. 48: Click on the Remove button to remove the package

You will be prompted to enter your password.

Type in your password and then click on the Authenticate button
to proceed (Fig. 49).
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Fig. 49: Type in your password and click on the Authenticate but‑
ton

The software will now be removed (or uninstalled) from the sys‑
tem.
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3.1.4 Updating installed software

When updates are available for software installed on your sys‑
tem, you will see a notification in the system tray (Fig. 50).

Fig. 50: Notification of software updates in system tray

To apply software updates:

Click on the notification icon in system tray. This will open the
Update Manager program.

To install all available software updates, click on the Install Up-
dates button in the toolbar (Fig. 51).
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Fig. 51: Click on the Install Updates button to apply all available
updates

You will be prompted to enter your password (Fig. 52).

Type in your password and click on the Authenticate button.
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Fig. 52: Type in your password and click on the Authenticate but‑
ton

Update Manager will now continue installing updates (Fig. 53).
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Fig. 53: Update Manager installing software updates

When the update process is complete, you will see a message —
Your system is up to date (Fig. 54).
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Fig. 54: Updates installed successfully
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3.1.5 Notes

The command-line version (apt)

You can use the apt packagemanager to install software from the
command‑line.

Searching for software

Open a terminal to perform a search for matching packages in
the repositories.

For example, here is a search for pymol

apt search pymol

Note: You do not need to include sudo here.

This will output matching results from repositories, if any:

p pymol - Molecular Graphics System
p pymol-data - data files for PyMOL
p python3-pymol - Molecular Graphics System (Python 3�
↪→module

Onceyouhave identified the correct packagename— in this case,
it is pymol you can proceed towards installing the package.
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Installing a package

You can install a package using the following command:

sudo apt install pymol

Attention: You need to include sudo here.

Also, in the commands below, youwill be asked to enter your
password.

You will also need to confirm if you would like to continue
with the changes. Type y and then press the ENTER key to
proceed.

[sudo] password for user:
Reading package lists... Done
Building dependency tree
Reading state information... Done
The following additional packages will be installed:
pymol-data python3-pymol

The following NEW packages will be installed:
pymol pymol-data python3-pymol

0 upgraded, 3 newly installed, 0 to remove and
4 not upgraded.
Need to get 0 B/5,192 kB of archives.
After this operation, 19.8 MB of additional disk
space will be used.
Do you want to continue? [Y/n] y
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The package will now be installed.

Removing an installed package

To remove an installed package, use the command:

sudo apt remove pymol

The command above does not remove dependent packages. You
can remove them using:

sudo apt autoremove

Updating packages

To update all installed packages, you can use these commands:

sudo apt update
sudo apt upgrade

To update a specific package — if an update is available, you can
simply use apt install again:

sudo apt install package_name
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Why is this a quick and easy method?

You can use a graphical user interface (SoftwareManager) or the
command‑line (apt) to install software available in Linux pack‑
age repositories.

Software installed in thismannerwill also be kept updated along
with the rest of the system.

Additional software repositories

It takes some time for newer versions of software to become
available in distribution repositories.

If your software of interest is not available or if you need a more
recent versionof the software, youcould try installing themfrom
these additional sources:

• Python packages from PyPI

• Perl modules from CPAN

• R packages from CRAN or Bioconductor

• Conda packages from Anaconda Cloud

Attention: Software installed using thesemethods, will also
need to be kept updated manually.
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3.2 Python packages

If your software of interest is available as a Python package on
PyPI, you can install it using pip — Python package installer.

Note: Your software might already be available using The
quick and easy method. Search for package names starting with
python-.

In certain cases, installing packages in a virtual environment
might be a better option. Read:

->When should I use a virtual environment?
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3.2.1 Requirements

Python package installer (pip)

To install pip, follow The quick and easy method for installing soft‑
ware.

Search and install the python3-pip package.

$HOME/.local/bin added to $PATH

Packages that include commands will install them in the $HOME/
.local/bin directory (What is $HOME?).

To be able to run these commands easily, you will need to add
this directory to your $PATH variable. You can do so by following
the steps in Adding directories to PATH.

Attention: You should not add sudo in the commands below.

This method only installs files in your home directory and
so does not require administrator privileges.
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3.2.2 Searching for a package on PyPI

Open PyPI website¹⁷ in a web browser.

In the Search projects field, enter the name of the software you
would like to install andpress the ENTERkeyor click on the search
button (Fig. 55).

Fig. 55: Searching for a package on PyPI

A list of packagesmatching the search termwill be displayed (Fig.
56).

¹⁷ https://pypi.org
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Fig. 56: Search results for biopython. 1.78 is the version number.

Click on the result to proceed to the project description page.

In the project description page, find the package name (Fig. 57)
in the pip install command.

In this case, it is biopython.

Fig. 57: Project description page for Biopython
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Note: You will need to use pip3 instead of the pip command in
the steps below. Why?

You can now proceed towards installing the package.
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3.2.3 Installing a Python package

Open a terminal.

Use the pip3 install command with by the name of the pack‑
age, you would like to install.

Using biopython as an example:

pip3 install biopython

Output:

Collecting biopython
Downloading biopython-1.78-cp38-cp38-manylinux1_x86_64.

↪→whl (2.3 MB)
|********************************| 2.3 MB 2.1 MB/s

Collecting numpy
Downloading numpy-1.20.1-cp38-cp38-manylinux2010_x86_64.

↪→whl (15.4 MB)
|********************************| 15.4 MB 90 kB/s

Installing collected packages: numpy, biopython
Successfully installed biopython-1.78 numpy-1.20.1

Note: One limitation of this method is that, you will not be able
to installmultiple versions of a package. This can be solved using
a virtual environment.
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3.2.4 Updating an installed package

When you notice an update is available for the package, you can
use the install command with the -U option, and the name of
the package:

pip3 install -U biopython
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3.2.5 Removing an installed package

Use the uninstall command with the name of the package you
would like to remove:

pip3 uninstall biopython
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3.2.6 Using installed packages

Where are the files installed?

You can use the pip3 show commandwith the name of the pack‑
age to identify the path where it is installed:

pip3 show biopython

Output:

Name: biopython
Version: 1.78
Summary: Freely available tools for computational�
↪→molecular biology.
Home-page: https ://biopython.org/
Author: The Biopython Contributors
Author-email: biopython@biopython.org
License: UNKNOWN
Location: /home/user/.local/lib/python3.8/site-packages
Requires: numpy
Required-by:

The installation pathwill be listed next to the Location keyword.
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Using Python packages and modules

Python packages and modules will be installed in $HOME/.
local/lib/python3.8/site-packages.

Note: This is the path for Python 3.8.

If you have a different version of Python installed, this value will
change.

This directorywill be automatically included in $PYTHONPATH. So,
you can import and use installed packages and modules in your
scripts, without any extra effort.

For example, here is a simple Python script to test BioPython
installed using pip:

from Bio.Seq import Seq

seq = Seq('ATGC')
comp = seq.complement()

print(f'The complement of {seq} is {comp}')

The Bio.Seq package is part of BioPython. Copy the code sam‑
ple above and save it as biopy_test.py. Then run it from the
terminal like so:

python3 biopy_test.py
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Output:

The complement of ATGC is TACG

Using included commands

If the package includes commands, those will be installed in
$HOME/.local/bin directory. For these commands to be easily
accessible, you will need to add this directory to PATH, as men‑
tioned under requirements.

As an example, when you install the Python package of cutadapt,
the cutadapt command will be installed in $HOME/.local/bin,
which you can then run from a terminal like this:

cutadapt --version

Output:

3.1
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3.2.7 Python virtual environments

A virtual environment is a self‑contained directory tree contain‑
ing Python and some additional packages.

Advantages

These are some advantages of using virtual environments.

No administrator privileges

You do not need administrator privileges to create a virtual envi‑
ronment or install packages in an environment.

Multiple environments

Multiple virtual environments can be created with each contain‑
ing their own sets of packages.

These are isolated and packages in an environment can be in‑
stalled, updated or removed without affecting other environ‑
ments.

Share your environment

You can share your configuration with others. They will be able
to reproduce your environment, with the exact versions of pack‑
ages.
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Creating a virtual environment

First, using The quick and easy method, search and install the
python3-venv package. This includes the venv module neces‑
sary for creating virtual environments.

You can create a virtual environment in any directory where you
have write privileges, for example, your home directory.

Todemonstrate, Iwill create a virtual environment calledpy3env
in my home directory.

python3 -m venv py3env

If successful, you will find a directory named py3env in the cur‑
rent directory. No messages will be displayed.

Note: python3 is the command to run the Python 3 interpreter.
Its complete path is /usr/bin/python3.

venv is the Python module to create virtual environments.

The -m option runs the venvmodule as a script.

Before you can use a virtual environment, you will need to acti‑
vate it.
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Activating a virtual environment

You will need to activate a virtual environment before you can
start using it. To do so, use the source command with the path
to the virtual environment’s activate script.

For example, to activate py3env created in the previous step, use:

source py3env/bin/activate

Your shell prompt will now change to indicate that the virtual
environment is now active. Note the (py3env) label at the be‑
ginning of the prompt:

(py3env) user@cookbook:~$

You can now start using this virtual environment.

Note: Before you start installing packages…

It is a good idea to install (or upgrade) Python build tools — pip,
setuptools, and wheel in a new virtual environment.

These build tools are necessary for building and installing pack‑
ages from PyPI and other sources.

Installing them will ensure that additional packages will build
and install without errors.
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Installing Python build tools

Use pip3 install to install or upgrade the required packages:

pip3 install -U pip setuptools wheel

The -U option of pip3 install, will upgrade listed packages, if
newer versions are available.

Output:

Collecting pip
Downloading pip-21.0.1-py3-none-any.whl (1.5 MB)
...
Installing collected packages: pip, setuptools, wheel
...
Successfully installed pip-21.0.1 setuptools-54.2.0 wheel-
↪→0.36.2

Deactivating a virtual environment

To exit a virtual environment, use the command:

deactivate

Your shell prompt will change to its original appearance:

user@cookbook:~$
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3.2.8 Notes

You will need to update these packages manually

Packages installed in this manner should also be updated manu‑
ally.

When you notice there is an update for the package, for example,
from the project’s website or from their source code repository,
follow the steps in Updating an installed package to install the lat‑
est version.

Why pip3 and not pip?

The pip package includes the following commands:

• pip3— Python 3 version

• pip— Python 2 version

Support for Python 2 ended in January 2020.

Since there is a possibility for both commands to exist on a sys‑
tem, it is safer to use pip3 when installing packages using this
method.

What about programs written in Python 2?

Support for Python 2 ended in January 2020.

If you do need to use a program written only in Python 2, you
can create an isolated environment — either using Python venv
or Conda and then install the package there.
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Related sections:

• Python virtual environments

• Conda packages

When should I use a virtual environment?

The method described here will not work if the programs you
are installing require two different versions of the same package
from PyPI.

In that case, you can consider creating an isolated environment
— either using Python virtualenv or Conda and then installing
the packages there.

Related sections:

• Python virtual environments

• Conda packages

Older versions of pip

If the version of pip installed in your system is older than 20.0,
it will attempt to install packages in system paths by default, re‑
sulting in permission denied errors.

To avoid that, you will need to add the --user option to the
install and uninstall commands, for example:

pip3 install --user biopython
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A better approach is to upgrade your local version of pip. Once
upgraded, you will no longer need to user --user.

To upgrade pip, do:

pip3 install --user -U pip

You can check the installed version of pip using:

pip3 -V
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3.3 Perl modules

For installing Perl modules, you can configure the local‑lib mod‑
ule to create and use a local directory. The default location is
$HOME/perl5.

If your software of interest is available on CPAN, you can install
it easily using the cpanminus script.

Note: Your software of interest, might be available using The
quick and easy method.

Search for package names containing perl.
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3.3.1 Requirements

The build-essential and cpanminus packages installed

If you do not have them installed, follow The quick and easy
method, and search and install the following packages:

1. build-essential — installs compilers and build tools like
make

2. cpanminus — script to obtain, build and install modules
from CPAN along with their dependencies

Attention: You should not add sudo in the commands below.

This method only installs files in your home directory and
so does not require administrator privileges.
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3.3.2 Configuring local-lib module

To configure local‑lib:

Open the $HOME/.bashrc file in a text editor.

Add the following text at the end of the file:

# Configuration for Perl local-lib module
eval "$(perl -Mlocal ::lib)"

Save the file.

Here is a sample .bashrc, for reference (Fig. 58).
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Fig. 58: local‑lib configuration in .bashrc

Open a new terminal window.

You will notice the following message displayed (Fig. 59):
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Fig. 59: Attempting to create directory /home/user/perl5

Configuration is now complete.

You can now start installing modules from CPAN and other
sources.
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3.3.3 Searching for a module on CPAN

Open MetaCPAN website (https://metacpan.org) in a web
browser.

In the Search field, enter the name of the module you would like
to install and click on the Search the CPAN button.

I will use David H. Ardell’s FAST package as an example. (Fig.
60).

Fig. 60: Searching for a module on MetaCPAN

This should display modules matching the search term — FAST
(Fig. 61).
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Fig. 61: Search results for modules

If you click on the appropriatemodule name, you will be taken to
a description page, where you can learn more about the module
(Fig. 62).
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Fig. 62: Module description page

On this page, you can also verify the module name to use in the
next step.

To do that, click on Install Instructions under TOOLS menu in the
sidebar. This will open a pop‑up window with information on
the module name you need to use with the cpanm command.

In this case, the module name to use, is simply called FAST (Fig.
63).
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Fig. 63: Module install instructions for FAST

You can now proceed towards installing this module.
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3.3.4 Installing a Perl module

Open a terminal window.

Install the module with the cpanm command:

cpanm FAST

This will install the module and its dependencies, if there are
any.

Output:

--> Working on FAST
Fetching http ://www.cpan.org/authors/id/D/DH/DHARD/FAST-1.
↪→06.tar.gz ... OK
Configuring FAST-1.06 ... OK
==> Found dependencies: Bit ::Vector, Sort ::MergeSort,�
↪→Sort ::Key
--> Working on Bit ::Vector
Fetching http ://www.cpan.org/authors/id/S/ST/STBEY/Bit-
↪→Vector-7.4.tar.gz ... OK
Configuring Bit-Vector-7.4 ... OK
...
Building and testing FAST-1.06 ... OK
Successfully installed FAST-1.06
6 distributions installed
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3.3.5 Using installed modules

Using included commands

If the module includes commands, those will be installed in
$HOME/perl5/bin. This directory will be included in $PATH,
when you configured local‑lib. Hence, you can start using the
commands included in a module immediately after installation.

For example, here is the help page of the fasuniq command in‑
cluded with the FAST package installed in the previous step:

fasuniq -h
Usage:

fasuniq [options] [MULTIFASTA-FILE]

[MULTIFASTA-DATA-ON-STDIN] | fasuniq [options]
...

Using modules in your scripts

Modules will be installed in:

$HOME/perl5/lib/perl5/5.30.0.

Note: This is the module path for Perl 5.30.0.

It you have a different version of Perl installed on your system, it
will change.
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As local‑lib makes these modules discoverable automatically,
you can start using them in your scripts immediately.

Here is an example using the Bio::Phylo package. After installing
the module with cpanm Bio ::Phylo, create a file using a text ed‑
itor and copy the following content:

use Bio ::Phylo;

# print version
print Bio ::Phylo->VERSION;

# print citation
print Bio ::Phylo->CITATION;

Save the file as biophylo_test.pl and then run it:

perl biophylo_test.pl

Output:

v2.0.1Rutger A Vos, Jason Caravas, Klaas Hartmann, Mark A�
↪→Jensen and Chase Miller, 2011.
Bio ::Phylo - phyloinformatic analysis using Perl. BMC�
↪→Bioinformatics 12:63.
doi:10.1186/1471-2105-12-63
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3.4 R packages

If your software of interest is available as an R package on CRAN
or Bioconductor, you can install it using the install.packages()
or BiocManager ::install() commands respectively.

Note: Your software might already be available using The quick
and easy method.

Search for package names starting with r-cran- or r-bioc-.
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3.4.1 Requirements

The r-base package installed

The r-base package provides the GNU R statistical computation
and graphics system.

If you do not have it installed, follow The quick and easy method,
and search and install the r-base package.

Attention: You should not add sudo in the commands below.

This method only installs files in your home directory and
so does not require administrator privileges.
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3.4.2 Starting an R session

To start an R session, open a terminal window.

Type the R command and press the ENTER key.

user@cookbook:~$ R

Youwill be placed inside an R session. Some additional informa‑
tion will be displayed, including the version of R installed.

You can type R commands at the > prompt.

R version 3.6.3 (2020-02-29) -- "Holding the Windsock"
Copyright (C) 2020 The R Foundation for Statistical�
↪→Computing
Platform: x86_64-pc-linux-gnu (64-bit)

R is free software and comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY.
You are welcome to redistribute it under certain�
↪→conditions.
Type 'license()' or 'licence()' for distribution details.

Natural language support but running in an English�
↪→locale

R is a collaborative project with many contributors.
Type 'contributors()' for more information and
'citation()' on how to cite R or R packages in�
↪→publications.

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

Type 'demo()' for some demos, 'help()' for on-line help,�
↪→or
'help.start()' for an HTML browser interface to help.
Type 'q()' to quit R.

>
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3.4.3 Installing a package from CRAN

You can search for R packages on CRAN by consulting the Task
Views¹⁸ for a categorized listing or the Table of available pack‑
ages¹⁹ (currently 17157 packages). Once you have identified a
package to install, you can follow the steps below to install it.

I will install the BiocManager package as an example below.

1. Install package using install.packages() command

Start an R session.

At the prompt, type the install.packages() commandwith the
name of the package in quotes. For example:

install.packages("BiocManager")

Press the ENTER key to proceed.

2. Confirm use of personal library

You will notice a prompt requesting you to confirm if you would
like to use a personal library:

Installing package into ‘/usr/local/lib/R/site-library’
(as ‘lib’ is unspecified)

(continues on next page)

¹⁸ https://cran.r‑project.org/web/views/
¹⁹ https://cran.r‑project.org/web/packages/available_packages_by_name.

html
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(continued from previous page)

Warning in install.packages("BiocManager") :
'lib = "/usr/local/lib/R/site-library"' is not writable
Would you like to use a personal library instead? (yes/No/
↪→cancel) yes

Type yes to confirm and press the ENTER key. Why use a personal
library?.

3. Create personal library if necessary

If you have never installed a package, the personal library direc‑
tory will not exist. If so, you will be prompted for confirmation
to create it:

Would you like to create a personal library
‘~/R/x86_64-pc-linux-gnu-library/3.6’
to install packages into? (yes/No/cancel) yes

Type yes to confirm and press the ENTER key.

Note: The next time you install a package, you will not see this
prompt.
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4. Package installation summary

Installation should now proceed:

trying URL 'https ://cloud.r-project.org/src/contrib/
↪→BiocManager_1.30.10.tar.gz'
Content type 'application/x-gzip' length 40205 bytes (39�
↪→KB)
==================================================
downloaded 39 KB

* installing *source* package ‘BiocManager’ ...
package ‘BiocManager’ successfully unpacked and MD5�

↪→sums checked
using staged installation
R
inst
byte-compile and prepare package for lazy loading
help
installing help indices
building package indices
installing vignettes
testing if installed package can be loaded from�

↪→temporary location
testing if installed package can be loaded from final�

↪→location
testing if installed package keeps a record of�

↪→temporary installation path
* DONE (BiocManager)

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

The downloaded source packages are in
‘/tmp/RtmpDgmOZ8/downloaded_packages’

>

If there areno errors during theprocess, thepackage installation
is successful.
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3.4.4 Installing a package from Bioconductor

You can search the Bioconductor software package list²⁰ on the
website (currently has 1974 packages). Once you have identified
a package to install, you can follow the steps below to install it.

I will install the edgeR package as an example.

Install package using BiocManager ::install() command

1. Start an R session.

2. Install the BiocManager package. This is necessary for in‑
stalling R packages from Bioconductor repository.

Note: You only need to do this once.

The next time you wish to install a package from Biocon‑
ductor, you can proceed to step 3.

3. At the R prompt, use the BiocManager ::install() com‑
mand with the name of the package you would like to in‑
stall in quotes.

For example:

BiocManager ::install("edgeR")

Press the ENTER key to proceed.

²⁰ https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/BiocViews.html#__
_Software
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The package and its dependencies will now be down‑
loaded, compiled and installed.

Output:

Bioconductor version 3.10 (BiocManager 1.30.10), R 3.
↪→6.3 (2020-02-29)
Installing package(s) 'BiocVersion', 'edgeR'
also installing the dependencies ‘limma’, ‘locfit’,�
↪→‘Rcpp’
...

testing if installed package can be loaded from�
↪→temporary location

checking absolute paths in shared objects and�
↪→dynamic libraries

testing if installed package can be loaded from�
↪→final location

testing if installed package keeps a record of�
↪→temporary installation path
* DONE (edgeR)

If there areno errors during theprocess, thepackage installation
is successful.
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3.4.5 Updating an R package

Whenanupdate is available for apackage, use the following com‑
mands to update.

For packages installed from CRAN:

install.packages("BiocManager")

For packages installed from Bioconductor:

BiocManager ::install("edgeR")
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3.4.6 Removing an R package

To remove an installed package, use the remove.packages()
command with the name of the package in quotes.

For example:

remove.packages("BiocManager")
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3.4.7 Notes

The r-base-dev and build-essential packages

If you are installing additional packages from CRAN and other
sources, you will also need to install the r-base-dev and
build-essential packages. However, when you install r-base,
these packages will also be installed as dependencies so, you do
not have to install themmanually.

Why use a personal library?

When installing packages, R will first attempt to use a system li‑
brary — for example, /usr/local/lib/R/site-library. This
path can only be modified by a user with administrator privi‑
leges. This is why a personal library in the $HOME directory is
a better option for users to install packages.
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3.5 Conda packages

You can use the Conda package manager to create isolated en‑
vironments and install software available from Anaconda Cloud
repositories.

These environments can be activated, deactivated and removed
when they are no longer needed.
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3.5.1 Requirements

Attention: You should not add sudo in the commands below.

This method only installs files in your home directory and
so does not require administrator privileges.
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3.5.2 Installing Conda

A minimal installation of Conda can be setup by installing Mini‑
conda. You will need to download and run the Miniconda in‑
staller following the steps below.

1. Downloading Miniconda

To download the correct version of Miniconda:

1. Open the Conda downloads²¹ page in a browser.

2. Navigate to the Linux installers section (Fig. 64)

Fig. 64: Miniconda installers for Linux

3. Click on the download link corresponding to:

Python 3.8 — Miniconda3 Linux 64-bit

Save the file. It will be saved as:

Miniconda3-latest-Linux-x86_64.sh

Note: You can verify the file’s SHA256 checksum to ensure

²¹ https://docs.conda.io/en/latest/miniconda.html
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it has been downloaded correctly. How?

2. Running the installer

Run the installer using the bash command:

bash Miniconda3-latest-Linux-x86_64.sh

This will print a welcome message:

Welcome to Miniconda3 py38_4.8.3

In order to continue the installation process, please
review the license agreement.
Please, press ENTER to continue

3. Reviewing licence agreement

Press the ENTER key to view the licence agreement. Scroll down
to read the licence. Towards the end, you will notice a prompt:

Do you accept the license terms? [yes|no]
[no] >>> yes

You will need to type yes to accept the agreement and then press
the ENTER key to proceed.
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4. Confirming Miniconda install location

Next, you will be asked to provide a path to install Miniconda.

Miniconda3 will now be installed into this location:
/home/user/miniconda3

- Press ENTER to confirm the location
- Press CTRL-C to abort the installation
- Or specify a different location below

[/home/user/miniconda3] >>>

Press ENTER here to accept the default value.

Installation will now proceed. When complete, you will notice a
prompt asking if you would like to initialize Miniconda 3.

Do you wish the installer to initialize Miniconda3
by running conda init? [yes|no]
[no] >>> yes

Type yes and then press the ENTER key. This will add the conda
command to your $PATH.

As a result of this configuration, Conda base environmentwill be
activated automatically when you open a terminal session. This
can be disabled in the next step. Why?
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5. Disabling auto-activation of base environment

Open a new terminal. Your shell prompt should now appear like
the following:

(base) user@cookbook:~$

The (base) label at the beginning of the prompt, indicates that
Conda base environment is now active.

To disable this behaviour, so you can activate the environment
manually when you need it, run the following command:

conda config --set auto_activate_base false

6. Setting up channels

Channels provide additional software for Conda.

Conda’s configuration includes a defaults²² channel. The bio‑
conda and conda‑forge²³ channels can also be added to access an
even larger collection of software. The bioconda channel, for ex‑
ample, provides over 7000 packages of Bioinformatics software.

To add these channels to your configuration, you can run the
commands below.

²² https://repo.anaconda.com/pkgs
²³ https://conda‑forge.org/
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Attention: You will need to run these commands in the same
order as given below.

conda config --add channels defaults
conda config --add channels bioconda
conda config --add channels conda-forge

—

Installation and configuration of Conda is now complete.

You can now start using Conda to create environments and in‑
stall packages from repositories.
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3.5.3 Using Conda

In this short guide on using Conda, I will show you how to:

1. Create an environment

2. Activate the environment

3. Search, install and use packages — using the NCBI BLAST+
program as an example

4. Remove an environment when you no longer need it

Note: A cheat sheet²⁴ with commonly used commands for work‑
ing with Conda is available from the project’s website.

Creating an environment

To create an environment, use the conda create commandwith
the -n option, followed by a name for the environment — blast
in this example:

conda create -n blast

²⁴ https://docs.conda.io/projects/conda/en/latest/user‑guide/cheatsheet.
html
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Activating an environment

You can get a list of all environments using the command:

conda envs list

To activate an environment, use the conda activate command
with the name of the environment:

conda activate blast

Searching, installing and using Packages

To search and install packages:

1. First, activate the environment, if you haven’t done so al‑
ready.

To demonstrate, I will activate the blast environment cre‑
ated earlier:

conda activate blast

2. To search for packages, open Anaconda.org²⁵ in a browser.

Type your search term in the Search Packagesfield andpress
the ENTER key (Fig. 65).

²⁵ https://anaconda.org/
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Fig. 65: Searching for a package on Anaconda.org

Alternatively, you can use the conda search command:

conda search blast

This will output matching packages:

Loading channels: done
# Name Version Build Channel
blast 2.2.31 1 bioconda
...
blast 2.9.0 pl526he19e7b1_7 bioconda

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

...
blast 2.10.1 pl526he19e7b1_2 bioconda

3. To install the package, use the conda install command
with the name and version number of the package.

Attention: You will need to use the highest version
number of the program, obtained from search results.
Otherwise, an older version might get installed.

conda install blast==2.10.1

4. Once installed, you can start using programs includedwith
the package, for example:

(blast) user@cookbook:~$ blastn -version

Output:

blastn: 2.10.1+
Package: blast 2.10.1, build Oct 14 2020 11:36:30
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Deactivating an environment

Whenyourwork is complete, you candeactivate an environment.
To do so, use the command:

conda deactivate

Your shell prompt will change to its default state i.e., without the
name of the Conda environment — (blast) in this case.

Removing an environment

To remove an environment, when you no longer need it, use the
command:

conda remove -n blast --all

Here -n is used to indicate the name of environment you would
like to remove and --all removes all packages installed in that
environment.
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3.5.4 Notes

How to verify the installer’s SHA256 checksum

1. Navigate to the folder containing the installer file —
Miniconda3-latest-Linux-x86_64.sh:

cd Downloads

2. Use the sha256sum command to verify the SHA256 check‑
sum of the file:

sha256sum Miniconda3-latest-Linux-x86_64.sh

Output:

879457af6a0bf5b34b48c12de31d4df0ee2f06a8e68768e5758c3
↪→293b2daf688 Miniconda3-latest-Linux-x86_64.sh

The output of the sha256sum command should match the value
listed on the downloads page.

Why disable auto-activation of base environment?

If you are installing packages using other methods, for example
Installing a Python package from PyPI, there is a possibility that
youmight accidentally install the package in Conda base environ‑
ment instead of the intended location.

Even if you disable auto‑activation of the base environment, you
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can activate it using the conda activate base command, when
you need it.
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3.6 Debian packages

If your software of interest is available as a Debian package, you
can use the gdebi program to install it. If the software has any
dependencies, they will be installed automatically.

Examples of software that can be installed using this method:

RStudio Desktop — an IDE for the R programming language

Modeller — a program for comparative modelling of protein
three‑dimensional structures

MEGA —Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis
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3.6.1 Requirements

Attention: This procedure installs software in system paths and
so requires administrator privileges.
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3.6.2 Installing a Debian package

To demonstrate the steps involved in installing a Debian pack‑
age, I will download and install RStudio Desktop — an IDE for R,
distributed as a Debian package.

1. Downloading Debian package

Open the RStudio project’s download²⁶ page in a web browser.

Under Choose Your Version, click on the download button below
RStudio Desktop (Open Source License) (Fig. 66).

Fig. 66: Download RStudio Desktop (Open Source License)

This will take you to the installers section with information on

²⁶ https://rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/
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the current version (Fig. 67).

Fig. 67: RStudio Desktop installers

Note: Although the instructions in Fig. 67 state that you will
need to install R before installing RStudio, you can safely skip
that step.

The Gdebi programused here, will automatically install R, while
installing RStudio.

Scroll down to the All Installers section.

Click on the download link corresponding to Ubuntu 18/Debian 10
(Fig. 68).
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Fig. 68: RStudio installers for different operating systems

In the dialog window that appears, select Save File and then click
on the OK button (Fig. 69).
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Fig. 69: Save installer file

Once the file download is complete, you can find it in your Down-
loads directory.

2. Installing downloaded package

Open file manager and navigate to your Downloads directory.

Double‑click on the downloaded file (Fig. 70).
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Fig. 70: Downloaded Debian package

This will open the Gdebi application. Click on the Install Package
button (Fig. 71).
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Fig. 71: Gdebi: Click on the Install Package button

You will be prompted to enter your password. Type in your pass‑
word and click on the Authenticate button to proceed (Fig. 72).
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Fig. 72: Enter your password when prompted

As this package has additional dependencies, another dialogwill
appear listing thesepackages, whichneed tobe installed in order
for it to work.

Click on the Continue button to proceed (Fig. 73).
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Fig. 73: Additional dependencies to be installed

Installation will now proceed (Fig. 74).

Fig. 74: Installation progress

When installation is complete, you will see a message Same ver-
sion is already installed, at the top of the window (Fig. 75).
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Fig. 75: Package installed successfully

3. Launching installed programs

You can launch installed programs from the Applications Menu
(Fig. 76).

Note: This only applies to applications with a graphical user
interface.
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Fig. 76: Launching installed program from applications menu

The main window of the program will be displayed (Fig. 77).

Fig. 77: Main window of RStudio Desktop
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3.6.3 Upgrading installed software

Upgrading software installed from a Debian package, is similar
to installation. When a new version of the program is available,
download the package file (.deb) and then follow the steps in
Installing a Debian package.
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3.6.4 Removing installed software

You can follow the steps in Removing installed software, to search
and remove packages installed in this manner.
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3.6.5 Notes

The command-line version

You can use the apt package manager to install Debian packages
on the command‑line.

These programs need to be updated manually

Programs installed in this manner will not usually be updated
automatically. So, this method should only be used for software
not available using The quick and easy method.

If dependencies cannot be located, installation will fail

Installation of some programs might fail, if dependencies can‑
not be located in software repositories. In that case, you will
need to find and install those packages manually and then at‑
tempt to install the program again.
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Using the Linux command line

In this section, you will find an overview of the Linux command
line, the shell and terminal programs, some commonly used
commands, and a sample exercise.
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4.1 Shell and Terminal

A shell is a program that provides an interface to the operating
system’s services. The most commonly used shell in Linux dis‑
tributions is Bash.

A terminal program runs the shell and provides an interface for
users to type commands.

The default terminal application in Linux Mint is Terminal (Fig.
78). You can launch it from the Applications Menu or by clicking
on its icon in the Panel.

Fig. 78: A Terminal window

Once a terminalwindow is open, you can start typing commands
at the $ prompt.

For example, the following command:
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pwd

Will output the current working directory:

/home/user
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4.1.1 The shell prompt

The prompt user@cookbook:~$ in Fig. 78, indicates the follow‑
ing:

user — username of the account

cookbook — the computer’s hostname

~ — short form for the user’s home directory i.e., /home/user

$ — a regular user account. For the root user, this will change to
#
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4.2 Commands — an overview

This section provides an overview of some commands that are
used frequently on Linux systems.

Familiarity with these will help you navigate the file system and
work with files, and directories.
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4.2.1 Command options

A command might support additional options.

For example, the command:

ls

— prints a list of files in a directory, whereas:

ls -a

—will also print hidden files in that directory.
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4.2.2 Getting help on using commands

In most cases, you can see the complete list of options a com‑
mand supports using --help:

ls --help

Output:

Usage: ls [OPTION]... [FILE]...
List information about the FILEs (the current directory�
↪→by default).
Sort entries alphabetically if none of -cftuvSUX nor --
↪→sort is specified.

Mandatory arguments to long options are mandatory for�
↪→short options too.
-a, --all do not ignore entries�

↪→starting with .

...

Note: Tokeep this discussion short, the examples in this section,
only includes some options supported by a command.
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4.2.3 date— display current date and time

date

Output:

Wed 10 Mar 2021 10:33:11 GMT
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4.2.4 cd— change directory

To change into a directory, use cd followed by the name of that
directory.

For example, to change into /home/user/Downloads, use:

cd Downloads

Note: When you log in or open a new terminal window, youwill
be placed in your home directory — /home/user, where user is
your username.

You can verify your current directory using the pwd command
discussed earlier:

pwd

/home/user/Downloads

cd with no arguments

Nomatter where you are in the file system, typing cdwithout any
arguments will take you to your home directory.

user@cookbook:/usr/share/dict$ cd
user@cookbook:~$
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Go to parent directory

Use cd .. to go to the parent directory.

For example, when you are in /home/user/Downloads and type:

cd ..

You will be taken to /home/user.

A single dot (.) refers to the current directory.
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4.2.5 mkdir— create new directory

Use mkdir followed by the name of the directory you would like
to create:

mkdir Workspace

Attention: The directory you’re creating must not already exist
or this command will not work.

As discussed earlier, directory names are case‑sensitive, so a
directory named Workspace is different from another named
workspace.

Spaces in directory names

If there are spaces in the directory name, use double quotes, for
example:

mkdir "Project Work"

Without that, two separate directories — Project and Work will
be created.
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4.2.6 rmdir— remove empty directory

Use rmdir followed by the name of the directory you would like
to remove:

rmdir Workspace

Attention: This directory must be empty before it can be re‑
moved.

There should be no other files or directories within that di‑
rectory.
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4.2.7 ls— list files

To list files in a directory, use the ls command:

ls

Output:

Desktop Documents Downloads Music Pictures Public �
↪→Templates Videos

Listing hidden files

You can provide additional options to ls. It will change how the
command works.

For example, to display hidden files and directories too, use:

ls -a

Output:

. .cache Downloads .local Public

.. .cinnamon .gnupg .bash_history .
↪→config
.bash_logout Desktop Pictures .var Videos
.bashrc Documents .linuxmint .profile .
↪→Xauthority
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Getting a detailed file listing

To get a detailed listing of files, use:

ls -l

Output:

total 32
drwxr-xr-x 2 user user 4096 Feb 17 11:13 Desktop
drwxr-xr-x 2 user user 4096 Mar 4 11:41 Documents
drwxr-xr-x 2 user user 4096 Feb 17 11:13 Downloads
drwxr-xr-x 2 user user 4096 Feb 17 11:13 Music
drwxr-xr-x 2 user user 4096 Mar 4 11:27 Pictures
drwxr-xr-x 2 user user 4096 Feb 17 11:13 Public
drwxr-xr-x 2 user user 4096 Feb 17 11:13 Templates
drwxr-xr-x 2 user user 4096 Feb 17 11:13 Videos

Combining multiple options

You can combine multiple options like this:

ls -la

Output:

total 144
drwxr-xr-x 19 user user 4096 Mar 12 10:00 .
drwxr-xr-x 3 root root 4096 Feb 17 10:51 ..

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

-rw------- 1 user user 190 Mar 4 10:32 .bash_history
-rw-r --r -- 1 user user 220 Feb 17 10:51 .bash_logout
-rw-r --r -- 1 user user 3771 Feb 17 10:51 .bashrc
drwx------ 17 user user 4096 Mar 3 19:28 .cache
drwxrwxr-x 4 user user 4096 Feb 17 11:40 .cinnamon

To see the list of all options that ls supports, use:

ls --help
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4.2.8 cp— copy files

With the cp command, you can copy files or directories fromone
place (source) to another (destination).

Copying one file

To copy one file, use the following format:

cp source_file destination

Where source_file is the file you would like to copy and
destination can either be a file name or a directory.

If destination is a file name

The copied file will have that file name.

For example:

cp /usr/share/dict/words /home/user/Documents/dictionary.
↪→txt

This will copy the words file from /usr/share/dict/ to /home/
user/Documents/ and save it as dictionary.txt.
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If destination is a directory

The file will be copied into that directory with the same file name.

For example:

cp /usr/share/dict/words /home/user/Documents

This will copy the words file from /usr/share/dict/ to /home/
user/Documents/ with the same file name.

Copying multiple files

To copy multiple files, use the following format:

cp source_file1 source_file2 destination

Where source_file1 and source_file2 are the files you would
like to copy. You can have any number of source files. Here, des‑
tination is the directorywhere youwould like to copy source files
into.

For example:

cp /usr/share/dict/words /usr/share/dict/spanish /home/
↪→user/Documents

This will copy the words and spanish dictionary files from /usr/
share/dict/ into /home/user/Documents.
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Copying directories

You can copy entire directories using the -r (recursive) option.

For example:

cp -r /usr/share/dict /home/user/Documents

This will copy the /usr/share/dict directory and its contents to
the Documents directory.
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4.2.9 cat— display contents of files or combine them

With the cat command, you can view the contents of a file on
the screen or combine contents of multiple files.

View contents of a file

To view the contents of a file, use cat, followed by the name of
the file:

cat /usr/share/dict/words

A
A's
AMD
AMD's
AOL
AOL's
AWS
AWS's
Aachen
...

This will display the entire contents of the file.
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Combine contents of files

If you include multiple file names in cat, it will combine them
and print their contents on the screen.

If you would like to save the output to a file instead, use the fol‑
lowing format:

cat file1.txt file2.txt > files.txt

The > operator redirects standard output to the file name follow‑
ing it.
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4.2.10 less— view and navigate file contents

With the less command, you have more control when viewing
a file. It allows you to scroll up and down the file and provides
features like searching the file using keywords.

To view the contents of a file, use less, followed by the name of
the file:

less /usr/share/dict/words

When the file is open, it will appear as in Fig. 79.

Fig. 79: The words file open in less command

At the : prompt, you can type commands that less will under‑
stand.
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Navigating the file

You can scroll down the file by pressing the ENTER key.

Alternatively, you can use the PgUp and PgDn keys to scroll one
page at a time.

Searching the file

You can search a file while viewing it in less.

To do this:

1. Type / (forward slash) key

2. Type the text you would like to search

3. Press the ENTER key

4. If there are matching results, they will be highlighted

Quitting the less command

To quit the less command, type q at the prompt.
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4.2.11 head— print first few lines of a file

With the head command, you can view the first few (default: 10)
lines of a file.

For example:

head /usr/share/dict/words

Will produce the following output:

A
A's
AMD
AMD's
AOL
AOL's
AWS
AWS's
Aachen
Aachen's
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4.2.12 tail— print last few lines of a file

With the tail command, you can view the last few (default: 10)
lines of a file.

For example:

tail /usr/share/dict/words

élan's
émigré
émigré's
émigrés
épée
épée's
épées
étude
étude's
études

The tail and the head command discussed earlier, are useful
when you want to quickly view the contents of a large text file.

Inboth cases, you can control thenumber of linesdisplayed, using
the -n option, instead of the default value (10).

For example:

tail -n 5 /usr/share/dict/words

will display the last 5 lines of the file.
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4.2.13 mv—move a file or directory

With the mv command, you can move a file or directory from
one location (source) to another (destination). You can choose
to keep the existing file or directory name or rename them.

The basic format of the command is:

mv source destination

A safer approach is to add the -iv options to the command:

mv -iv source destination

With -i (interactive), mv will require your confirmation before
overwriting a file or directory, if it exists already in destination.

-v (verbose) will print the command’s actions on the screen.

For convenience, you can add an alias.

Sample files

To follow the examples below, youwill need to copy the following
files into your home directory using the cp command:

cp -v /usr/share/dict/words ~
cp -rv /usr/share/doc/bash ~

~ is a shortcut for home directory.
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Moving a file or directory

The simplest use case is to move a file or directory from one lo‑
cation (directory) to another.

Moving a File

For example, to move the words file copied above into your
Documents directory, use:

mv -iv words Documents/

Output:

renamed 'words' -> 'Documents/words'

Moving a directory

Similarly, to move the bash directory copied above into your
Documents directory, use:

mv -iv bash Documents/

Output:

renamed 'bash' -> 'Documents/bash'

In both cases, the file or directory name will not be changed.
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Renaming a file or directory

In this case, you would like to rename a file or directory.

Renaming a file

To rename the words file copied above to dictionary.txt, use:

mv -iv words dictionary.txt

Alternatively, to move it into your Documents directory and re‑
name it at the same time, use:

mv -iv words Documents/dictionary.txt

Renaming a directory

To rename the bash directory copied above into bash-commands,
use:

mv -iv bash bash-commands

Notes

What happens if a file exists?

Youwill notice a prompt requesting you for confirmation to over‑
write the file.
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Type y and press the ENTER key to proceed:

mv: overwrite 'Documents/words'? y
renamed 'words' -> 'Documents/words'

To cancel, simply press ENTER key at the prompt.

What happens if a directory exists?

mv will overwrite a directory only if it is empty. You can either:

• copy files into destination directory or

• rename the destination directory

Adding an alias for mv

Rather than typing mv -iv, every time you need to use the
command, you can add an alias for the command in your ~/.
bash_aliases file.

For example:

alias mv='mv -iv'

Now, when you type mv, you will actually be running mv -iv.
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4.2.14 rm— remove files or directories

With the rm command, you can remove (or delete) files or direc‑
tories.

The basic format of the command is:

rm source

A safer approach is to add the -iv options to the command:

rm -iv source

With -i (interactive), rm will require your confirmation before
deleting a file or directory.

-v (verbose) will print the command’s actions on the screen.

For convenience, you can add an alias.

Sample files

To follow the examples below, you will need to:

1. Copy the following files into your home directory using the
cp command:

cp -v /usr/share/dict/words ~
cp -rv /usr/share/doc/bash ~

~ is a shortcut for home directory.

2. Create an empty directory:
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mkdir empty-dir

Removing files

To remove a file, for example, the words file copied above, you
can use:

rm -iv words

Output:

rm: remove regular file 'words'? y
removed 'words'

Removing directories

Removing empty directories

If the directory is empty, you can remove it using the -d option:

rm -d empty-dir

Alternatively, you can use the rmdir command:

rmdir empty-dir
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Removing directories with content

If the directory has some content i.e., files or subdirectories, you
will need to add the -r (recursive) option.

For example, using the bash directory copied above:

rm -ivr bash

This command will ask for your confirmation for deleting every
file in the directory and then delete it:

rm: descend into directory 'bash'? y
rm: remove regular file 'bash/RBASH'? y
removed 'bash/RBASH'
...
rm: remove regular file 'bash/README.gz'? y
removed 'bash/README.gz'
rm: remove directory 'bash'? y
removed directory 'bash'

Instead of -i, you could use the -I option, which will only
prompt once, when removing directories recursively:

rm -Ivr bash

Output:

rm: remove 1 argument recursively? y
removed 'bash/RBASH'

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

...
removed 'bash/README.gz'
removed directory 'bash'

If you are completely sure you do not need the directory and its
contents, you can force its removal using the -f option:

rm -vrf bash

rm will delete the directory without confirmation.

Notes

Adding an alias for rm

Rather than typing rm -iv, every time you need to use the
command, you can add an alias for the command in your ~/.
bash_aliases file.

For example:

alias rm='rm -iv'

Now, when you type rm, you will actually be running rm -iv.
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4.2.15 echo— display text or values of variables

With the echo command, you can print text or the values of envi‑
ronment variables on the screen.

The basic format of the command is:

echo text_or_variable

Printing text

To print text on the screen, use echo followed by the text you
would like to display.

echo "Hello, This is echo!"

Output:

Hello, This is echo!

Printing values of environment variables

You can also use echo to display values of your environment vari‑
ables.

For example:

echo $PATH
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The $ in PATH indicates, it is a variable.

Output:

/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/sbin:/
↪→bin:/usr/games:/usr/local/games:/snap/bin

PATH contains the list of paths (directories) that will be searched
for locating programs or commands.

You can set or modify environment variables in your ~/.bashrc.
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4.3 Other useful commands

These are some additional commands that youmight find useful.
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4.3.1 df— report disk usage

The df commandwill report used and available disk space on all
storage devices connected to the system.

For example, to find the amount of disk space used in / — the
root filesystem, you can use the command:

df -h /

Output:

Filesystem Size Used Avail Use% Mounted on
/dev/mapper/vgmint-root 28G 6.9G 20G 26% /

The -h option makes the output human‑readable. Without this,
available disk space will be reported as 20600196 instead of 20G.
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4.3.2 du— estimate disk usage of files or directories

Calculate the amount of disk space used by files or directories.

For example, to calculate the amount of disk space used by files
in your home directory, use the command:

du -sh ~

Output:

7.4G .

The -s option prints a summary instead of printing space used
by individual files.

-hmakes the output human‑readable.
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4.3.3 find— search for files

Search for files using their file name, file type etc.,

For example, to find files in the home directory with .bash in
their name, use the command:

find ~ -name ".bash*"

Output:

/home/user/.bashrc
/home/user/.bash_history
/home/user/.bash_logout

Note: The ~ here is a shortcut for home directory.

The asterisk symbol (*) in .bash* acts as a wildcard.

The find command does not use a database, so the search will
be slower when compared to locate. However, it can identify
files that were created or modified recently.
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4.3.4 free— view free and used memory

With free, you can find the amount of free and used memory
(RAM (Random Access Memory)) and swap space.

Usage:

free -h

Output:

total used free shared �
↪→buff/cache available
Mem: 3.8Gi 618Mi 1.3Gi 7.0Mi �
↪→ 1.9Gi 3.0Gi
Swap: 979Mi 0B 979Mi

The -h option makes the output human‑readable with corre‑
sponding units displayed. In the example above, the amount of
free physical memory (RAM) is 1.3 GiB (Gibibytes).
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4.3.5 locate— find files using their names

Search for files using their file names. This method is quick as it
uses a file name database.

For example:

locate bashrc

Output:

/etc/bash.bashrc
/etc/skel/.bashrc
/home/user/.bashrc
...

Note: Thismethodmight not findfiles thatwere created ormod‑
ified recently.

Newer files might not yet be included in the database. To update
the database manually, you can run the command:

sudo updatedb

Alternatively, you can use the find command to search for new
files.
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4.3.6 which— locate a command

The which command prints the complete path to a command, if
it exists in the search path i.e., $PATH.

For example:

which python3

Output:

/usr/bin/python3
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4.4 Editing text files using nano

GNU nano is a command‑line text editor with features like
undo/redo, syntax colouring, interactive search and replace and
more.

To open the program, type nano in a terminal session.
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4.4.1 Create new file

To create a new file, use nano followed by the name of the file
you would like to create.

For example:

nano exercise.txt

This will open the file for writing (Fig. 80).

Fig. 80: Creating a file in nano

You can start typing text at this stage.
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4.4.2 Pasting text from clipboard

To copy and paste text from a different program, for example, a
web browser into a file you are editing in nano, do the following:

1. Copy the text from the program to clipboard using Ctrl +
c

2. In nano, move the cursor to the position where you would
like to paste the text

3. Use the Shift + Ctrl + v keyboard shortcut to paste the
text
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4.4.3 Saving changes

To save the file, use the shortcut Ctrl + o.

This corresponds to the ^O Write Out function displayed at the
bottom (Fig. 81). The ^ here refers to the Ctrl key.

Fig. 81: To save changes use the Write Out function

A prompt like the following will be displayed at the bottom (Fig.
82):
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File Name to Write: exercise.txt

Fig. 82: Enter a file name to save the file

Press the ENTER key to accept the default value — the original file
name.
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4.4.4 Exit nano

To exit nano, use the Ctrl + x shortcut.

If there are no changes, nano will close. If there are unsaved
changes, it will prompt you to save them (Fig. 83).

Fig. 83: Confirmation to save changes to file

Type y to save changes or n to discard them.
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4.5 Exercise — using the command-line

This is an exercise in using the command‑line to accomplish a
task. You will be making use of the commands discussed earlier.

Task

Given a protein sequence, identify matching sequences from a
protein sequence database.

Approach

Using programs in the NCBI BLAST+ package, you can search a
database of sequences using sequence (query) to identify match‑
ing sequences.
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4.5.1 Summary of steps

1. Install NCBI BLAST+

2. Download protein query sequence

3. Download protein sequence database and format it

4. Search database using the query sequence
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4.5.2 Get sample data

To proceed, you will need to download the protein query se‑
quence and database used in this exercise.

Download query sequence

The protein query sequence used in this exercise is Spike gly‑
coprotein from Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2 (SARS‑CoV‑2). It is available from UniProtKB²⁷ — the protein
knowledge base.

The database identifier for this protein is P0DTC2²⁸. You can
download the sequence in FASTA format from the entry page or
using this direct link:

https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P0DTC2.fasta

Download protein database

Thedatabase used in this exercise isUniProtKBSwiss‑Prot²⁹. It is
amanually annotated database of protein sequences with added
functional information.

You can download the entire database as a compressed FASTA
format file from the downloads³⁰ page on the website.

²⁷ https://uniprot.org/uniprot/
²⁸ https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P0DTC2
²⁹ https://uniprot.org/uniprot/?query=reviewed:yes
³⁰ https://www.uniprot.org/downloads
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4.5.3 Install NCBI BLAST+ package

Attention: This procedure installs software in system paths and
so requires administrator privileges.

NCBI BLAST+ is available in the Linux package repositories. You
can install it using apt:

sudo apt install ncbi-blast+

Type y when prompted to continue.

[sudo] password for user:
Reading package lists... Done
Building dependency tree
Reading state information... Done
The following additional packages will be installed:
libmbedcrypto3 libmbedtls12 libmbedx509-0 ncbi-data

The following NEW packages will be installed:
libmbedcrypto3 libmbedtls12 libmbedx509-0 ncbi-blast+�

↪→ncbi-data
0 upgraded, 5 newly installed, 0 to remove and 0 not�
↪→upgraded.
Need to get 14.9 MB of archives.
After this operation, 75.0 MB of additional disk space�
↪→will be used.
Do you want to continue? [Y/n] y
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4.5.4 Download query sequence

You can follow these steps to download the query sequence:

1. Create new directory

2. Change into it

3. Download query sequence

4. View the downloaded sequence (optional)

Create new directory — mkdir

To keep the input and output files related to this project together,
create a new directory in your home directory using the mkdir
command.

mkdir -p ~/projects/sars-cov-2

Here:

~ is shortcut for home directory.

-p creates parent directories if necessary. In this case, the
projects directory does not exist, so it is also created.

Change directory — cd

Change into the newly created directory using the cd command:

cd ~/projects/sars-cov-2
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Download sequence — wget

To download the sequence file, you can use the wget command
with the link to download as the argument. In this case, the link
to download is the URL corresponding to the FASTA format file
(see sample data):

wget https ://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P0DTC2.fasta

When the download is complete, you can use the ls command to
verify if the file exists:

ls -l

Output:

total 4
-rw-rw-r -- 1 user user 1414 Feb 10 00:00 P0DTC2.fasta

View downloaded sequence — cat or less

Since P0DTC2.fasta is in FASTA format — a plain‑text format,
you can use the cat command to view the file’s contents:

cat P0DTC2.fasta

Output:
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>sp|P0DTC2|SPIKE_SARS2 Spike glycoprotein OS=Severe acute�
↪→respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 OX=2697049 GN=S PE=1�
↪→SV=1
MFVFLVLLPLVSSQCVNLTTRTQLPPAYTNSFTRGVYYPDKVFRSSVLHSTQDLFLPFFS
NVTWFHAIHVSGTNGTKRFDNPVLPFNDGVYFASTEKSNIIRGWIFGTTLDSKTQSLLIV
NNATNVVIKVCEFQFCNDPFLGVYYHKNNKSWMESEFRVYSSANNCTFEYVSQPFLMDLE
GKQGNFKNLREFVFKNIDGYFKIYSKHTPINLVRDLPQGFSALEPLVDLPIGINITRFQT
LLALHRSYLTPGDSSSGWTAGAAAYYVGYLQPRTFLLKYNENGTITDAVDCALDPLSETK
CTLKSFTVEKGIYQTSNFRVQPTESIVRFPNITNLCPFGEVFNATRFASVYAWNRKRISN
CVADYSVLYNSASFSTFKCYGVSPTKLNDLCFTNVYADSFVIRGDEVRQIAPGQTGKIAD
YNYKLPDDFTGCVIAWNSNNLDSKVGGNYNYLYRLFRKSNLKPFERDISTEIYQAGSTPC
NGVEGFNCYFPLQSYGFQPTNGVGYQPYRVVVLSFELLHAPATVCGPKKSTNLVKNKCVN
FNFNGLTGTGVLTESNKKFLPFQQFGRDIADTTDAVRDPQTLEILDITPCSFGGVSVITP
GTNTSNQVAVLYQDVNCTEVPVAIHADQLTPTWRVYSTGSNVFQTRAGCLIGAEHVNNSY
ECDIPIGAGICASYQTQTNSPRRARSVASQSIIAYTMSLGAENSVAYSNNSIAIPTNFTI
SVTTEILPVSMTKTSVDCTMYICGDSTECSNLLLQYGSFCTQLNRALTGIAVEQDKNTQE
VFAQVKQIYKTPPIKDFGGFNFSQILPDPSKPSKRSFIEDLLFNKVTLADAGFIKQYGDC
LGDIAARDLICAQKFNGLTVLPPLLTDEMIAQYTSALLAGTITSGWTFGAGAALQIPFAM
QMAYRFNGIGVTQNVLYENQKLIANQFNSAIGKIQDSLSSTASALGKLQDVVNQNAQALN
TLVKQLSSNFGAISSVLNDILSRLDKVEAEVQIDRLITGRLQSLQTYVTQQLIRAAEIRA
SANLAATKMSECVLGQSKRVDFCGKGYHLMSFPQSAPHGVVFLHVTYVPAQEKNFTTAPA
ICHDGKAHFPREGVFVSNGTHWFVTQRNFYEPQIITTDNTFVSGNCDVVIGIVNNTVYDP
LQPELDSFKEELDKYFKNHTSPDVDLGDISGINASVVNIQKEIDRLNEVAKNLNESLIDL
QELGKYEQYIKWPWYIWLGFIAGLIAIVMVTIMLCCMTSCCSCLKGCCSCGSCCKFDEDD
SEPVLKGVKLHYT

For more control, you can use the less command instead of cat.
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4.5.5 Download protein sequence database

You can follow these steps to download and prepare the protein
sequence database:

1. Create new directory

2. Change into it

3. Download the database archive

4. Uncompress (or extract) the database archive

5. Format the database

Create new directory — mkdir

In order to keep all BLAST databases in one location, create a
directory to store them using the mkdir command:

mkdir ~/databases

Change directory — cd

Change into the newly created directory using the cd command:

cd ~/databases
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Download the database archive — wget

Visit the database downloads³¹ page on the UniProt website.

Navigate to the UniProtKB section.

Right‑click on the fasta download link corresponding toReviewed
(Swiss-Prot) and then copy it to clipboard (Fig. 84).

Fig. 84: Download link for Swiss‑Prot database

To download the database, you can use the wget command with

³¹ https://www.uniprot.org/downloads
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the link to download as the argument:

wget https ://ftp.uniprot.org/pub/databases/uniprot/
↪→current_release/knowledgebase/complete/uniprot_sprot.
↪→fasta.gz

When the download is complete, you will find a file named
uniprot_sprot.fasta.gz in the current directory. You can use
the ls command to verify if it exists:

ls -lh

Output:

total 86M
-rw-rw-r -- 1 user user 86M Feb 10 15:00 uniprot_sprot.
↪→fasta.gz

Since this file is in a compressed format (.gz), you will need to
uncompress it before proceeding.

Uncompress the database archive — gunzip

To uncompress (or extract) the database archive file downloaded
in the previous step, you can use the gunzip command.

Note: By default, gunzip will remove the original compressed
file after extraction.

If you would like to keep the original file (.gz), you can include
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the -k (keep input files) option with gunzip.

Provide the file name of the downloaded file as the argument:

gunzip uniprot_sprot.fasta.gz

When the extraction is complete, you will find the database file
in FASTA format in the same directory:

ls -lh

Output:

total 267M
-rw-rw-r -- 1 user user 267M Feb 10 15:00 uniprot_sprot.
↪→fasta

View the database

Since this extracted database file is large, you can use the head
command to view the first few lines of the file:

head -n 5 uniprot_sprot.fasta

Output:

>sp|Q6GZX4|001R_FRG3G Putative transcription factor 001R�
↪→OS=Frog virus 3 (isolate Goorha) OX=654924 GN=FV3-001R�
↪→PE=4 SV=1

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

MAFSAEDVLKEYDRRRRMEALLLSLYYPNDRKLLDYKEWSPPRVQVECPKAPVEWNNPPS
EKGLIVGHFSGIKYKGEKAQASEVDVNKMCCWVSKFKDAMRRYQGIQTCKIPGKVLSDLD
AKIKAYNLTVEGVEGFVRYSRVTKQHVAAFLKELRHSKQYENVNLIHYILTDKRVDIQHL
EKDLVKDFKALVESAHRMRQGHMINVKYILYQLLKKHGHGPDGPDILTVKTGSKGVLYDD

Alternatively, you can use the less command to view it one page
at a time:

less uniprot_sprot.fasta

If you would like to count the number of sequences in the
database, you can use the grep command.

grep ">" -c uniprot_sprot.fasta

Output:

564277

The -c option of grep, counts the number of times the given
search string (> in this case) occurs in the input file.

Note: A sequence in a FASTA format should start with the > char‑
acter. Hence, counting the number of times it occurs gives the
number of sequences in the file.

You can now proceed towards formatting the database.
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Format the database — makeblastdb

The database needs to be formatted before it can be used in a
BLAST search. You can format it using the makeblastdb com‑
mand, which is part of the NCBI BLAST+ package.

The command has multiple options. Here is an example:

makeblastdb -in uniprot_sprot.fasta -parse_seqids \
-title "Swiss-Prot" -dbtype prot -out swissprot

Note: The \ character splits the long command into multiple
lines.

Output:

Building a new DB, current time: 03/24/2021 15:12:50
New DB name: /home/user/databases/swissprot
New DB title: Swiss-Prot
Sequence type: Protein
Keep MBits: T
Maximum file size: 1000000000B
Adding sequences from FASTA; added 564277 sequences in 47.
↪→507 seconds.

What the options mean:

-in File name containing input sequences.

-parse_seqids Parse sequence identifiers from the input file.
These will be displayed in search results.
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-title A descriptive name for this database.

-dbtype The type of input sequences — acceptable values are
prot (for protein) and nucl (for nucleotide) sequences.

-out The value here will be used to name the output files. This
is also the name youwill need to use for the databasewhile
doing a search (see New DB Name) in output.

When formatting is complete, you will notice the following files
in the databases directory:

ls -lh

Output:

total 585M
-rw-rw-r -- 1 user user 100M Mar 24 15:13 swissprot.phr
-rw-rw-r -- 1 user user 4.4M Mar 24 15:13 swissprot.pin
-rw-rw-r -- 1 user user 2.2M Mar 24 15:13 swissprot.pog
-rw-rw-r -- 1 user user 18M Mar 24 15:13 swissprot.psd
-rw-rw-r -- 1 user user 411K Mar 24 15:13 swissprot.psi
-rw-rw-r -- 1 user user 195M Mar 24 15:13 swissprot.psq
-rw-rw-r -- 1 user user 267M Feb 10 15:00 uniprot_sprot.
↪→fasta
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4.5.6 Search database using query sequence

With the query sequence downloaded and the database down‑
loaded and formatted, you can start performing a BLAST search.

First, change into the directory containing the query sequence:

cd ~/projects/sars-cov-2

Now run the blastp commandusing the query sequence and the
complete path to the database:

blastp -query P0DTC2.fasta \
-db /home/user/databases/swissprot \
-out blastp-results.txt \
-outfmt "7 sacc stitle qlen slen pident"

What the options mean:

-query Path to the query sequence.

-db Complete path of the sequence database.

-out File to save results to.

-outfmt Format of the output file. This will use format option 7
(tab‑delimited text) and include the following information:

• accession number and description of matching se‑
quences (sacc and stitle),

• query and subject sequence lengths (qlen and slen)

• percentage identity of the match (pident).
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When the database search is complete, you can open
blastp-results.txt to view the results:

less -S blastp-results.txt

The -S option of the less command disables word‑wrap.

Output:

# BLASTP 2.9.0+
# Query: sp|P0DTC2|SPIKE_SARS2 Spike glycoprotein�
↪→OS=Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2�
↪→OX=2697049 GN=S PE=1 SV=1
# Database: /home/user/databases/swissprot
# Fields: subject acc., subject title, query length,�
↪→subject length, % identity
# 88 hits found
P0DTC2 Spike glycoprotein OS=Severe acute�
↪→respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 OX=2697049 GN=S PE=1�
↪→SV=1 1273 1273 100.000
P59594 Spike glycoprotein OS=Severe acute�
↪→respiratory syndrome coronavirus OX=694009 GN=S PE=1�
↪→SV=1 1273 1255 76.038
Q3LZX1 Spike glycoprotein OS=Bat coronavirus HKU3�
↪→OX=442736 GN=S PE=3 SV=1 1273 1242 76.041
Q3I5J5 Spike glycoprotein OS=Bat coronavirus Rp3/
↪→2004 OX=349344 GN=S PE=1 SV=1 1273 1241 75.334
Q0Q475 Spike glycoprotein OS=Bat coronavirus 279/
↪→2005 OX=389167 GN=S PE=3 SV=1 1273 1241 74.745
...
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4.6 Notes
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4.6.1 Adding directories to PATH

The PATH variable stores the list of directories that will be
searched to locate commands you type. If you have a command
that is stored in a directory that is not on this list, you will need
to add it to PATH.

You can display the current value of PATH using the echo com‑
mand:

echo $PATH

Output:

/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/sbin:/
↪→bin:/usr/games:/usr/local/games:/snap/bin

To modify PATH and add a directory, you can follow the steps be‑
low. This example adds /home/user/.local/bin to PATH.

Attention: You will need to be careful while editing PATH.

You will also need to ensure that it includes $PATH in the list.
Otherwise, you will not be able to access any commands!

1. Open $HOME/.bashrc in a text editor.

2. Add the following lines at the end of the file. Add the direc‑
tory you wish to add separated by a colon. The list should
end in $PATH.
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PATH=/home/user/.local/bin:$PATH
export PATH

Note: If a line with PATH exists already in the file, update
it instead.

3. Verify the change using echo:

echo $PATH

Output:

/home/user/.local/bin:/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/
↪→bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/sbin:/bin:/usr/games:/usr/
↪→local/games:/snap/bin

When you log in again or open a new terminal session, com‑
mands in /home/user/.local/bin will be accessible.
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4.6.2 Dealing with spaces in file names

When you create a new file or directory, it is a good idea to not
use spaces in the file or directory name. This is especially useful
while working with these files or directories in the command‑
line. Instead, you can use an underscore (_) or hyphen (-) to
separate words in file names.

If you do have to work with file or directory names containing
spaces, you can use quotes around the file or directory name.

For example:

mkdir "Sample Data"

To change into the Sample Data directory, use:

cd "Sample Data"

Print current directory:

pwd

Output:

/home/user/Sample Data

This would have been simpler if the directory name is
sample-data. You will not need to use quotes in that case.
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Getting started with Galaxy

The Galaxy³² project enables researchers to perform computa‑
tional analyses using a web interface.

You can use the service online at http://usegalaxy.org/ or any of
the other available public servers³³.

The software powering the servers itself, is available under an
open‑source licence. You can download it and set up a local in‑
stance on your computer.

—

³² https://galaxyproject.org/
³³ https://galaxyproject.org/use/
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5.1 Why use Galaxy?

These are some advantages of using Galaxy.

You can:

Upload your data — and perform analysis using a web interface.

Use included tools — or install additional ones from the Galaxy
tool shed (needs a local instance).

Use history — functionality to keeps track of the jobs¹ you run.
This gives you the possibility to run them again at a later
time (reproducibility).

Create workflows — by combining multiple tools. The output
of one tool can be used as input for another.

Share your data — with other users. This includes histories,
workflows etc.,

¹ Commands run with additional arguments, if any, along with input and
output file paths.
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5.1.1 What can you use Galaxy for?

These are some tasks you can accomplish using Galaxy:

• Get data from various sources (databases)

• Manipulate text data

• Convert between file formats

• Statistics

• Sort and filter data

Note: The exercise in Using the Linux command line chapter, can
be reproduced using Galaxy, without the need to use the com‑
mand line or install software.

You only need your input data — query sequence and the protein
sequence database.
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5.1.2 Why run Galaxy on your computer?

Running Galaxy on your computer i.e., a local instance, has some
advantages:

Data storage is local — on your computer, whereas, if you use a
public instance, it will be stored on a server, possibly un‑
encrypted².

Access more tools — that are not installed on public servers by
installing them on your local instance.

CPU and storage limits — are dependent on your computer,
whereas onpublic servers, there are limits onCPUand stor‑
age usage per user².

² This is the case on https://usegalaxy.org — the main Galaxy in‑
stance. For more information, please read the https://galaxyproject.org/
main/#user‑data‑and‑job‑quotas.
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5.2 Running Galaxy on your computer

To run a local instance ofGalaxy on your computer, youwill need
to:

1. Check if your computer meets all requirements

2. Get the latest release of Galaxy

3. Create a Python virtual environment

4. Start Galaxy

At this stage, you will be able to open Galaxy’s web interface in a
browser and start using the tools included.

Note: To make use of all the features that Galaxy offers like in‑
stalling additional tools, you will also need to do the following:

5. Register a user account

6. Grant administrator privileges for user
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5.2.1 Check system requirements

Before running Galaxy, you will need to:

1. Install Git and Python virtualenv module

2. Check if there is enough free disk space

3. Ensure that a Conda environment is not active

Install Git and Python virtualenv module

Git is necessary for getting the latest version of Galaxy’s source
code fromGitHub. Python virtualenvmodule is necessary to set
up an isolated virtual environment for running Galaxy.

To install them, use Software Manager or apt, and search and in‑
stall the following packages:

1. git

2. python3-venv

Check free disk space

You will need at least 5 GB of free disk space for the initial setup.
More spacewill be needed for your analyses and for the tools you
might install from the Galaxy tool shed.

To check available disk space, you can use the Disk Usage Analyzer
application or the df command.
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Ensure a Conda environment is not active

Note: If you are not using Conda, you can ignore this require‑
ment and proceed to the next step:

-> Getting the latest release of Galaxy

If you are using Conda, please make sure an environment is not
active before the Starting Galaxy step.

You can deactivate an active Conda environment using the com‑
mand:

conda deactivate

Although it is possible to install Galaxy using an existing Conda
installation, it is simpler to create and use a virtual environment
using Python’s venv module.

—

With all the requirements satisfied, you can proceed towards get‑
ting the latest release of Galaxy using Git.
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5.2.2 Getting the latest release of Galaxy

Create a directory to set up Galaxy and change into it:

mkdir ~/programs
cd ~/programs

Here ~ is a shortcut for your home directory.

Note: This directory is not specific for Galaxy.

You can use it for installing or storing other programs too.

Get the latest release of Galaxy from the project’s repository on
GitHub. The latest release at the time of this writing is 21.01.

You can get (or clone) the repository using the git clone com‑
mand:

git clone -b release_21.01 https ://github.com/
↪→galaxyproject/galaxy.git

The -b option of git clone, checks out the specified Git branch
— release_21.01 in this case.

Output:

Cloning into 'galaxy'...
remote: Enumerating objects: 364, done.
remote: Counting objects: 100% (364/364), done.

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

remote: Compressing objects: 100% (232/232), done.
remote: Total 497693 (delta 184), reused 237 (delta 131),�
↪→pack-reused 497329
Receiving objects: 100% (497693/497693), 520.44 MiB | 3.
↪→89 MiB/s, done.
Resolving deltas: 100% (391502/391502), done.
Updating files: 100% (5826/5826), done.

Thiswill take some time depending on your network connection.
Once complete, you will find a directory named galaxy in the
current directory.

Next, you will need to create a Python virtual environment.
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5.2.3 Creating a Python virtual environment

In this step, you will use Python 3 venvmodule to create an iso‑
lated virtual environment for Galaxy.

Note: For a detailed guide on creating and using virtual environ‑
ments, read:

-> Python virtual environments

To create the virtual environment:

1. Change into the galaxy directory:

cd galaxy

2. Create virtual environment using .venv as the name.

python3 -m venv .venv

Attention: The dot (.) in .venv, is important.

3. Activate the virtual environment:

source .venv/bin/activate

Your shell prompt will now change to include (.venv):
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(.venv) user@cookbook:~/programs/galaxy$

4. Install or upgrade Python build tools:

pip3 install -U pip setuptools wheel

This step is necessary, so additional packages will build
and install without any issues.

5. Finally, exit the virtual environment:

deactivate

In the next step, the start‑up script will detect this environment
and use it to install all dependencies necessary for running Galaxy.
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5.2.4 Starting Galaxy

While still in the galaxy directory, run the start‑up shell script
using the command:

sh run.sh

Note: When run for the first time, this script will take some time
to complete.

Subsequent runs will be faster.

Output:

Activating virtualenv at .venv
Requirement already satisfied: pip >=8.1 in ./.venv/lib/
↪→python3.8/site-packages (20.0.2)
...

When you see messages like the following in the terminal ses‑
sion, Galaxy is ready to use:

Starting server in PID 11466.
serving on http ://localhost:8080

Leave the terminal window open.

Open a web browser window and type http://localhost:8080 in
the address bar.
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You will see the home page of your local Galaxy instance (Fig.
85).

Fig. 85: Home page of your local Galaxy instance

You can start exploring the tools available or even upload data
and start using them. However, it is a good idea to register a user
account now, so you do not lose data, when you clear browser
history.
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5.2.5 Stopping Galaxy

To stop Galaxy, open the terminal window where you ran the sh
run.sh command (Fig. 86).

Fig. 86: Terminal window running Galaxy

Use the Ctrl + ckeyboard shortcut to stopGalaxy i.e., press and
hold Ctrl key and then press the c key.

When Galaxy has stopped running, you will see a message Fin-
ished shutting down (Fig. 87) in the terminal.
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Fig. 87: Galaxy has finished shutting down

You can now close the terminal window.
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5.3 Registering a user account

On the Galaxy home page, click on the Login or Register link in
the navigation bar (Fig. 88).

Fig. 88: Click on the Login or Register link

You will be taken to the login page.

Click on the Register here link at the bottom of the page (Fig. 89).
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Fig. 89: Click on the Register here link

On the Create a Galaxy account page, type in your email address, a
password and its confirmation, and a public name (Fig. 90).

Note: This user account is not related to your accounts on
usegalaxy.org or other Galaxy servers.

It exists only in your local instance of Galaxy. You can also ignore
the notice at the top of the page, which does not apply to local
instances.
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Fig. 90: User account creation page

Click on the Create button to proceed.

If account creationwas successful, youwill be logged in and redi‑
rected to the home page of your Galaxy instance.
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5.3.1 Managing your account

You can manage your account by clicking on your username in
the navigation bar (Fig. 91).

Fig. 91: Logged in as user

If you will be installing additional tools from Galaxy tool shed,
this user account will need administrator privileges. You can
configure that in the next step.
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5.4 Granting admin privileges for user

To grant administrator privileges for a user, you will need to cre‑
ate a configuration file for Galaxy and add the user’s email ad‑
dress to the list of administrators, and then restart Galaxy for
changes to take effect.
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5.4.1 Creating a configuration file

A sample configuration file — galaxy.yml.sample, is included
with Galaxy.

To create a configuration file using the sample file as template,
follow the steps below (see Fig. 92):

1. Navigate to the $HOME/programs/galaxy/config directory
using Files

2. Double‑click on galaxy.yml.sample to open it in Text Edi‑
tor

3. Save it as galaxy.yml in the same directory

Fig. 92: Copying sample configuration file of Galaxy

Note: Alternatively, you can use the cp command in a terminal
to copy the file.
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Assuming you are in the $HOME/programs/galaxy directory, do:

cp config/galaxy.yml.sample config/galaxy.yml
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5.4.2 Adding user to list of admin users

With galaxy.yml open in Text Editor, search for the
admin_users setting.

You will find the following section:

# Administrative users - set this to a comma-separated
# list of valid Galaxy users (email addresses). These
# users will have access to the Admin section of the
# server, and will have access to create users,
# groups, roles, libraries, and more. For more
# information, see: https ://galaxyproject.org/admin/
#admin_users: null

Uncomment admin_users by removing the # symbol at the be‑
ginning.

Replace null with the email address of the user account.

For example:

admin_users: user@example.org

Save the file.
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5.4.3 Restarting Galaxy

Stop Galaxy, if it is running and then start it again.
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5.4.4 Verifying admin access

When you log in again, you will see an Admin link in the naviga‑
tion bar (Fig. 93).

Fig. 93: Admin link in navigation bar

If you click on Admin, youwill be taken to the administrationpage
(Fig. 94).
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Fig. 94: Galaxy administration page

Installing tools

To install new tools, click on the following link:

Tool Management→ Install and Uninstall

You will be taken to the tool management page (Fig. 95).
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Fig. 95: Tool management page

Fromhere, you can search and install tools from theGalaxymain
tool shed.
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Documentation

Installing and software for managing references and bibliogra‑
phies, taking notes etc.,
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6.1 Managing references using Zotero

Zotero is a free and open‑source software for collecting and or‑
ganizing scientific research articles and other publications.

Articles can be organized using collections and tags, and can be
included as citations in the documents you create.
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6.1.1 Installing Zotero

You can search and install Zotero using Software Manager.

To save articles from the web and to insert citations in docu‑
ments, additional add‑ons (or extensions) are necessary. You
can follow the steps below to install them.
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6.1.2 Collecting references from the web

Tocollect references using awebbrowser, youwill need to install
Zotero Connector— a browser add‑on.

Installing Zotero Connector

To install Zotero Connector in Firefox:

1. Open Zotero from applications menu.

A browser window will open, and you will be taken to the
add‑on installation page³⁴.

Click on the Install button (Fig. 96).

Fig. 96: Zotero add‑on installation page

2. You will now see a dialog requesting if you would like to

³⁴ https://www.zotero.org/start
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continue installing this add‑on from www.zotero.org.

Click on the Continue to Installation button to proceed (Fig.
97).

Fig. 97: Click Continue to Installation to proceed

3. You will now see a dialog with information on the permis‑
sions required by this add‑on.

Click on the Add button to proceed (Fig. 98).
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Fig. 98: Click on the Add button to confirm installation

Installation will now proceed.

When complete, you will see a Zotero icon in the browser
toolbar (Fig. 99).
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Fig. 99: Zotero Connector installed successfully

You cannow start saving articles from thebrowser to your Zotero
library.
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6.1.3 Integrating Zotero in LibreOffice

To be able to insert citations and bibliography in your docu‑
ments, you will need to install the Word Processor Add‑in.

Installing Word Processor add-in

To install the add‑in in LibreOffice:

1. From the main menu bar of Zotero, select

Edit→ Preferences (Fig. 100).

Fig. 100: Viewing Zotero preferences

2. In the Zotero Preferences dialogwindow that opens, click on
the Cite tab.

Now, click on the Word Processors tab to select it.
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Click on the Install LibreOffice Add-in button (Fig. 101).

Fig. 101: Installing LibreOffice Add‑in from Zotero preferences

3. The Zotero LibreOffice Plugin Installation wizard will now
open (Fig. 102)
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Fig. 102: Zotero LibreOffice Plugin Installation wizard

Click on the Next button to proceed.

4. Click on Manual Installation in the select LibreOffice instal‑
lations dialog window (Fig. 103).
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Fig. 103: Click on the Manual Installation button

5. A file browser window will open, with the di‑
rectory set to the location of the add‑in file —
Zotero_OpenOffice_Integration.oxt (Fig. 104).
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Fig. 104: File browser open with location of the Add‑in file

6. Double‑click on Zotero_OpenOffice_Integration.oxt.

This will open LibreOffice Extension Manager, with a
prompt requesting if you would like to install the add‑in.

Click on the OK button to confirm (Fig. 105).
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Fig. 105: Click on the OK button in LibreOffice Extension Man‑
ager

The add‑in will now be installed (Fig. 106).
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Fig. 106: Zotero LibreOffice Add‑in installed successfully

If you restart LibreOffice, you will notice the Zotero toolbar
in the main window (Fig. 107).
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Fig. 107: Zotero toolbar in LibreOffice

—

You can now start inserting citations and bibliographies in your
documents.
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6.2 Creating a notebook using Zim

Zim is aGUI application for taking notes on the desktop. You can
use it to create and maintain a personal or laboratory notebook
on your computer.
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6.2.1 Features of Zim

Using Zim, you can:

Create digital notebooks —addpages, andorganize themusing
an index page.

Take notes quickly —using aWYSIWYG (What You See IsWhat
You Get) interface¹.

Insert images — files, symbols, screenshots, equations and
more².

Export notes — to formats like HTML, LaTeX, and Markdown.

—

With the help of plugins, you can add even more functionality.

¹ Similar in functionality to that of word processors like LibreOfficeWriter.
You do not need to learn a newmarkup language to use Zim.

² Requires enabling plugins in preferences.
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6.2.2 Installing Zim

Zim is available in the distribution repositories.

You can install it using Software Manager (Fig. 108).

Fig. 108: Installing Zim using Software Manager
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6.2.3 Creating a notebook

Open Zim by clicking on its icon in applications menu (Fig. 109).
You can use the search bar to locate it quickly.

Fig. 109: Opening Zim from applications menu

When you open the program for the first time, you will notice an
Add Notebook dialog (Fig. 110).

Here, you can set a name for this notebook and select a directory
to save notebooks.
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Fig. 110: Add notebook

You can accept the defaults.

Click on the OK button to proceed.

This will open the main window of the program (Fig. 111).
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Fig. 111: Main window of Zim
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6.2.4 Taking notes

The Home page is the main page of a notebook.

You can start typing your notes here. Zim saves changes auto‑
matically.

Basic text formatting

Formatting text in Zim is similar to that of word processor pro‑
grams.

You can use the Format menu bar entry and select the desired
option (Fig. 112).
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Fig. 112: Options for formatting text

Keyboard shortcuts

Alternatively, you can use keyboard shortcuts to apply format‑
ting to your text.

For example:

Bold : Ctrl + b

Italic or Emphasis : Ctrl + i

Superscript : Ctrl + Shift + p

Subscript : Ctrl + Shift + b
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For headings, use:

Heading 1: Ctrl + 1

Heading 2: Ctrl + 2

Heading 3: Ctrl + 3

Heading 4: Ctrl + 4

Heading 5: Ctrl + 5

Inserting images

To insert an image, you can select the following option from the
menu bar:

Insert→ Image

In the dialog that opens, browse to the directory containing your
image and then select the image (Fig. 113).

Fig. 113: Insert image. Check Attach image first option
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Check the Attach image first option. This will copy the image to
your notebook directory.

Click on the Open button to insert the image (Fig. 114).

Fig. 114: Image inserted into current page

Resizing an image

If you would like to resize the image, right‑click on the image and
select Edit Properties (Fig. 115).
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Fig. 115: Edit image properties

In the dialog window that opens, change either the Width or the
Height of the image to the desired size and click on the OK button
(Fig. 116).
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Fig. 116: Change the width or height of the image

The image will now be resized (Fig. 117).
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Fig. 117: Resized image

Adding more pages

To add more pages, select the following option from the menu
bar (Fig. 118):

File→ New Page

Note: You can also right‑click on a page in the Index view and
select the New Page Here option.
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Fig. 118: Adding a new page

Enter a name for the page in the New Page dialog window (Fig.
119) and click on the OK button.
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Fig. 119: Enter a name for the new page

The new page will appear in the Index view (Fig. 120).
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Fig. 120: Newly added page

Adding subpages

A subpage will be placed under an existing page.

To add a new subpage:

1. Select an existing page in Index view

2. Select File→ New Sub Page from the menu bar

3. Enter a name for the page and click on the OK button
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Deleting or renaming pages

To delete or rename pages, you can right‑click on the page and
select the desired function.
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6.2.5 Exporting notes and notebooks

To export the notebook or a page, select:

File→ Export

In the dialog window that appears, select the desired option and
click on the Forward button (Fig. 121).

Fig. 121: Export notebook

In the next screen, you can select the format of the exported
notebook or page in the Format drop‑down box (Fig. 122).
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Fig. 122: Select an export format

You can leave it at the default — HTML. Click on the Forward but‑
ton to proceed.

In the final screen, select a directory to save the exported note‑
book or page.

Note: If you are using the defaults, it is a good idea to create a
new output directory and select it under Output folder.

Click on the OK button complete export.
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Fig. 123: Select an output folder

When complete, open the output directory in file manager.

Double‑click on Home.html to open it in the browser (Fig. 124).
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Fig. 124: Viewing exported notebook
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6.2.6 Activating more features using plugins

These are some plugins included with Zim:

Insert Symbol — insert special symbols and characters

Table of Contents —adds a widget displaying the current page’s
table of contents

Tags — add tags to your notes

Tray Icon — adds an icon to system tray for quick access to your
notebooks

Spell Checker — adds support for checking spelling

—

You will need to activate (or enable) them in preferences, before
you can start using them.

Enabling a plugin

To enable a plugin:

1. Select Edit→ Preferences

2. Click on the Plugins tab

3. Check the box corresponding to the plugin you wish to en‑
able (Fig. 125)

4. Click on the OK button
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Fig. 125: Enabling plugins

Note: Some plugins have additional options.

Click on the Configure button below the plugin description to ac‑
cess these options.
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6.2.7 Getting help

Zim includes a detailed user manual. You can access this by se‑
lecting (Fig. 126):

Help→ Contents

Fig. 126: Help on using Zim
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Glossary

Anaconda A free and open‑source (Anaconda Individual Edi‑
tion) Python and R distribution. It includes Conda and
more than 250 open‑source scientific packages. Additional
packages can be installed from Anaconda Cloud reposito‑
ries.

Website: https://www.anaconda.com/products/individual

Anaconda Cloud Repository for Python and R packages and
notebooks.

Website: https://anaconda.org

apt A command‑line program that handles the installation and
removal of software on Debian, Ubuntu and other Linux
distributions.

Related section:

-> The command‑line version (apt)

bioconda A channel for Conda packagemanager with over 7000
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packages of bioinformatics software.

Website: https://bioconda.github.io/

build‑essential A package that installs software build tools like
make and compilers like gcc, which are required for build‑
ing modules written in languages like C.

Bash GNU project’s shell program. The name stands for The
Bourne‑Again Shell. It is the most commonly used shell
in Linux distributions.

Website: https://www.gnu.org/software/bash/

Bioconductor Tools written in the R programming language for
the analysis and comprehension of high‑throughput ge‑
nomic data.

Website: https://www.bioconductor.org/

BiocManager AnRpackage to install and update packages from
the Bioconductor project repository.

Website: https://cran.r‑project.org/package=
BiocManager

BioPython Python tools for computational molecular biology.

Website: http://biopython.org/

Bio::Phylo Perl package for phylogenetic analysis.

Website: https://metacpan.org/pod/Bio::Phylo

commands Also called as binaries or executables.

Conda Conda is a package and environment manager.
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As a packagemanager, it canbeused to install software from
Anaconda Cloud. Software dependencieswill be installed au‑
tomatically.

As an environment manager, it can be used to create and
manage environments containing different sets of pack‑
ages. You can activate and use these environments as nec‑
essary.

cpanminus A Perl script to get, build and install modules from
CPAN. It provides the cpanm command.

Website: https://metacpan.org/pod/App::cpanminus

cutadapt A Python program that finds and removes adapter
sequences, primers, poly‑A tails and other unwanted se‑
quences from high‑throughput sequencing reads.

Website: https://cutadapt.readthedocs.io

CPAN Abbreviation for Comprehensive Perl Archive Network.
It provides additional Perl modules for installation
(196,752 as of Dec 2020).

Website: https://www.cpan.org/

CRAN Abbreviation for Comprehensive R Archive Network. A
network of FTP and web servers providing up‑to‑date ver‑
sions of R, packages and documentation.

Website: https://cran.r‑project.org/

Debian A Linux distribution made of free and open source soft‑
ware. It is free for anyone to download, use, modify and
distribute.
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Website: https://www.debian.org/

Debian package An archive of executable files, libraries, and
documentation of software. It can be installed on Debian
Linux and Debian‑based systems like Ubuntu and Linux
Mint. These files have the .deb file extension.

dependencies Additional programs or libraries that are needed
for a program to work.

edgeR An R package for empirical analysis of digital gene ex‑
pression data. It is available from the Bioconductor project
repository.

Website: https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/edgeR/

FAST Abbreviation for FAST Analysis of Sequences Toolbox.
A set of utilities written in Perl that extend the UNIX
paradigm to bioinformatic sequence records.

Website: https://metacpan.org/pod/FAST

Files The default file manager in Linux Mint Cinnamon edition.
Its original name is Nemo.

gdebi A simple tool to install Debian package files along with
their dependencies (if any).

Website: https://launchpad.net/gdebi

GNU GNU is a recursive acronym for GNU’s Not Unix. The goal
of the project is to offer a Unix‑compatible system that
would be 100% free software.

Website: https://www.gnu.org/
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GUI Abbreviation for graphical user interface. On a personal
computer, it typically includes application windows with
buttons to access their functions, icons for launching ap‑
plications and widgets for managing devices and services.

IDE Abbreviation for integrated development environment.
Some examples include PyCharm, RStudio and Eclipse.

local‑lib A Perl module to create a local directory structure to
install modules with their dependencies without requiring
administrator privileges.

Website: https://metacpan.org/pod/local::lib

LinuxMint A desktop Linux distribution. It is based on Debian
and Ubuntu.

Website: https://linuxmint.com/

MEGA Software for Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis.
Available as GUI and command‑line versions.

Website: https://megasoftware.net/

MetaCPAN A search engine for Perl packages andmodules avail‑
able on CPAN.

Website: https://metacpan.org/

Miniconda Aminimal distributionofConda. It is faster to install
and also uses less disk space, when compared to Anaconda
— the alternative installer which comes bundled with addi‑
tional packages.

Website: https://docs.conda.io/en/latest/miniconda.html
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Modeller A program for comparative protein structure mod‑
elling by satisfaction of spatial restraints.

Website: https://salilab.org/modeller/

nano A simple command‑line based text editor.

Website: https://www.nano‑editor.org/

OVA A file format for distributing virtual machine images.

pip The Python package installer. It can be used to install pack‑
ages from PyPI and other Python package indexes.

Website: https://pip.pypa.io/

PyMOL PyMOL is amolecular visualization systemoriginally de‑
veloped byWarren L. Delano. It is currentlymaintained by
Schrödinger, Inc.

Website: https://pymol.org/2/

PyPI Abbreviation for Python Package Index. Repository for
software written in Python (275,161 projects as of Dec
2020).

Website: https://pypi.org/

root The primary administrator account on a Linux system.

R Programming language and free software environment for
statistical computing and graphics.

Website: https://r‑project.org

RStudio Desktop An IDE for R. It includes an R console, an ed‑
itor with syntax‑highlighting and tools for plotting, debug‑
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ging and managing R packages. The open‑source version
can be downloaded for free from the project website.

Website: https://rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/

Related sections:

-> Installing a Debian package

setuptools Python program for building and installing Python
packages.

shell The shell provides a command‑line interface (CLI) to the
operating system’s services.

SoftwareManager The default application(GUI), for installing
software on Linux Mint.

Applications with similar functionality are available on
other Linux distributions. For example:

• Ubuntu Software on Ubuntu

• Software on Fedora and other GNOME‑based distribu‑
tions

• Discover on Kubuntu and other KDE‑based distribu‑
tions.

Related sections:

-> The quick and easy method

Synaptic A GUI package manager for systems using apt.

Website: https://www.nongnu.org/synaptic/

text editor Program to edit text files.
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Examples (GUI)  ‑ Text Editor (xed) on Linux Mint, Text Ed‑
itor (gedit) on Ubuntu, Kwrite on KDE Plasma, Geany etc.,

Examples (command‑line) — nano, VIM or vi, GNU Emacs
etc.,

Related sections:

-> Text Editor — create and edit text files

-> Editing text files using nano

Ubuntu LinuxdistributiondevelopedbyCanonical and commu‑
nity of developers. It is based on Debian.

Website: https://ubuntu.com/

wheel Python program for installing packages distributed in
Python wheel (.whl) format.
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Credits

This book is created on a Linux system using open source soft‑
ware. Fonts and images used are under an open source licence
or in the public domain.

Software

LinuxMint — https://linuxmint.com

Sphinx — https://www.sphinx‑doc.org/en/master/

sphinx‑autobuild extension — https://github.com/
executablebooks/sphinx‑autobuild

LaTeX for generating PDF — https://www.latex‑project.org/

GNOME Builder for editing text — https://wiki.gnome.org/
Apps/Builder

Firefox for previewing HTML — https://www.mozilla.org/
en‑GB/firefox/

Pandoc for converting HTML to ODT — https://pandoc.org/
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LibreOffice for proofreading — https://www.libreoffice.org/

LanguageTool extension for spelling and grammar checks —
https://languagetool.org/

Inkscape for editing images — https://inkscape.org/

GIMP for editing images — https://www.gimp.org/

Building and testing the virtual machine

Ansible — https://www.ansible.com/

Vagrant — https://www.vagrantup.com/

VirtualBox — https://www.virtualbox.org/

Fonts

Source Serif 4 — https://github.com/adobe‑fonts/source‑serif/

Fira Sans — https://github.com/mozilla/Fira

Fira Code — https://github.com/tonsky/FiraCode

Recursive Mono — https://github.com/arrowtype/recursive

Images

The emperor penguin image used in the book cover, is obtained
from openclipart.org.

https://openclipart.org/detail/47299/emperor‑penguin

genindex
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